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OBJBCTiyE AMD METH)D 
Increaflng pressur* on th« earth dananda that beat use 
la Bade of a l l «railabla Imi resouroaa. Saline-alkali so i l s 
are potentially one of the nost productive lands in the Indo-
Oai^etic olluvium and in the coastal regions of the country* 
Tor the paat several years efforts have been made to develop 
BMthods to use theae so i l s for agricultural purposes* There i s 
need to intensify this effort , particularly at th i s juncture, 
idien a l l out effort i s being made to attain selfosuffielencQr* 
A representative bibliography o ' the voric done in the l a s t five 
years on saline and alkali s o i l s i s presented here* 
I was given the task of preparing an annotated bibliogra4)hy 
of 250 articlea on saline and alkali s o i l s , as i t vas siqpposed 
that i t might be of great use to the research scholars in this 
field* 
So much vozic i s being carried out that i t i s impossible 
to prepare an truely representative l i s t of 2^ 0 articles* I have, 
therefore, tried to cover the last S years* 
The material was collected in the seminar library of \ha 
Department of Qeegraphy, A*M*n«, Aligarh, Indian Agricultural 
Research Institute Library, Mew Delhi and Indian Council of Agri-
cultural Research Libraxy, Krishi Bhavan, New Delhi. 
u 
The r«l«v«nt bibliographical details w*re noted dotm on 
catalogue cards of 5" x 3" s i ie from secondary sources* there-
after the prinazy sources were consulted and the Annotation 
written. 
'Annotation' has been tahen to awan 'notes' idiicSi go with 
the t i t l e and supplement the infonnation given in i t , as 
distinguished frou an abstract \riiich i s a suraniaiy or condenser 
tion of the whole article, containng all relevant arguments and 
conclusions* 
The bibliographic rendering has been done on the basis 
references are made in scientific Journals* Abstracting has 
been done as given by Ashworth and Dr. R^ngtuiathan* Telegrsqphic 
language has been used as far as possible. 
8DBJECT HEADDOS 
I have not tried to give completely coextensive subject 
headings, as these in a purely subject headed bibliography involve 
a great probltrai in location of an entry* For coextensive subject 
headings a classification scheme is a mast, so that a particular 
entry may be easily located. 
The bibliography has been classified under the following 
sections* 
I* Mature, formation anji firopertles 
I I . Diagnostic techniques 
I II . Plant growth 
i l l 
Vfm Reclunatloti and managsiMrat 
V, Qualxiy of wat«r» 
VI, iinaivtical technique! 
¥11. Publications on different aapecte. 
An btitry i s preceeded hy ^w wbject heading in CApitala, 
Ihe «utry begins with aerial no. then the surname of the author, 
fol ic frt&U u> fwrenagme and then the yar of publication of the 
art ic le U4 paronthasia, and then tiw t i t l e of thus art ic le , idiich 
ia folioi^ed by the t i t l e of the periodical in abbreviated fom 
i t s volui«i« no. after frtiich are given the pages. 
Diia Mifiule ia followed by the Aimotationi e . g . , 
PirfSIOD-CHEMIGAL AND MDHPHOLOQICAL CBAR4CTSRI3TXG3 
59» Kolarkar, A.S, , and Siqgh, N. (1970). Diagnoaia of sodie 
condl-*vioQ8 in saline aOLkali aoila of Wastem Sajasthan* 
jkfuu Arid Zone. 9} 31-35. 
Suggests m<»thod for ra^ld appraisal of exchangeable aodiua 
r)f»re«nta«re (ESP) statue in sal ine «Qd sodie s o i l s . 
luo stfpaz^te indices are given, one for autiior and another 
foi- aiioJ«ct, Mo t i t l e ItKiex has been provid«i, m the subject 
iodex adwjuatoly meeta the need* 
%« Author IndflK i s coursed of the Entxy ElaaHints of the 
auWiortJ, followed by the nuaiber of the artiOlas. In the subject 
index attempts have been made to bring together distributed relat ives . 
I. The secondary sources consulted art 
1) Agrindex 
2) Bibliography of Agricultwre 
3) Biological abstracts, and 
U) Soils and fertilisers. 
II, The primary sources consulted are. 
Title 
1. Agricultural Digest 
2. Agrokhiaiya 
3« Agronomic Tropicale 
Ue Annals of Arid Zone 
5* Australian Joumail of Agricul-
tural Research* 
6, Beltrage Zur Troplschen Landwirt-
chaft und Veterlnamedizin, 
7* Bulletin Indian Society of Soil 
Science. 
8, Bulletin of Agricultural Eiperinent 
Station Aubun Universil^r* 
9* Bulletin of l^e Geological Society 
cf America. 
10. Canadian Journal of Soil Science. 
11. Current Science 
12. Economic Botany 
13. Flsiologtya raetenlt 
Abbreviations 
a^ric Digest 
Aflrokhimiya 
Agron. Tirpp 
Ann. Arid Zone 
Aust. J. agric. Res. 
Beitrage Zur Tropischen 
l>ndvirtebaft und Veteri~ 
rsmedladisln. 
Boll. Indian Soc. Soil Sei. 
Bull agric* Exp. Stn. 
Aubun unfir^  
Bull. Geol. Soc. Aw* 
can. J. Soil Sci. 
Curr. Sei. 
Eeon. Bot. 
Fl«iolDgl& Raat. 
lU. FAD Soi l Bull. 
lt» Geodenna 
16, Hilgardia 
17, Indian Faming 
18, Indian Journal of HgrLculturaO. 
Raaeardi 
19, Indian Poreater 
20, Indian Journal of Agricultural 
Scienca 
21, Indian Journal of Agrono^ 
22, Indian Journal of Seienoa and 
Industry• 
23, JNKW Raaeardi Journal 
2U, Journal of Ecology 
25. Journal of Horticultural Science 
26, Journal of Reaeardi. Punjab Agri-
cultural University, 
27. Jouraal of Soilsnd Hater Conserra-
tion in India. 
28, Journal of Soil Sci«oea 
29, Journal of the Indian SodLe^ of 
Soil Science. 
30. Journal of the Science of Soil and 
Manure, Tokyo 
31, Madras Agricultural Journal 
32. Plant and Soil 
33• PochTouedenie 
3U, Proceedings Soil aid Crop SoMety 
of Florida, 
FAQ Soil Bull. 
Qeoderwa 
Hiljgardia 
Indian Rig. 
Indian J . a^rle. Res, 
Indian Forester 
Indian J, 
Indian J, 
Indian J. 
JNEVV Res 
J. £eol. 
J, Hort, 
•^ric. 
Agron, 
Sd. 
Sei, Indus, 
, J, 
Sci, 
J , Res, Punjab agric, UnJT, 
J , Soil Wat, Conserr, India 
J , Soil Sc i . 
J , Indian Soe. Soil Sci , 
J , Sc i . Soil Manure,Tbkyoa 
Madras agric. J , 
PI, Soil 
Pochvonedenie 
ft^tc. Soil Cxop Sci , Soe« 
vl 
35* Proeeadlogs Soi l Science Society 
of AraBrlca. 
36, Report No,2. Division of Soils and 
Agronongr, C.S.S.K.I, 
37* Seriea Agricultural Research 
£b(periii»at Station Arkansaa Univer-
siiiy^* 
3d. Report. Welsh Soil Discussion Grcup 
39* Research Report New Mexico Agricul-
tural EjqperiiasDt Station* 
inO» Seed Research 
Ul. Soil and Water Research in India 
li2. Soil Science 
U3« Roil Science and Plant Nutrition 
Iili^ . Si/mpiisixm. managkjmcnt of Saline and 
Sodie Soi l s , Paotnagar 
Proc* ^ i l Ssi* Soc* An« 
Rep. 2. Div. Soil Agron. 
sii— — 
Res. Series, agric, Exp. Stn 
Aiftansaa Unir* 
Rep, Welsh Soil Discussion 
Group. 
Res. Rep. New hex# agrlc. 
Eap. gtn. 
Seed Res. 
Soi l VJat. Res. India 
Soil Sc i . 
Soil 3ci. Fl. NutritJBO 
Sywp. Management Saline 
Soils (Pantnagar) 
h$» Water Resources Research Wat. Resources Res. 
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"H« Aould b« acquainted with the manner of sowing seeds 
and with the good and bad quality of the soil" 
Manu Sari t l , CIRCA the tine of 
Chrlot. 
saline and alkali so i l s occur no at eonmonly but not exeluslTely 
under arid e l inates . This i s due eitiiier to the presoioe or an 
excess of an aodlun sa l t s . In soae cases, potassitun sa l t s may 
be present in apprecidole aaounts but i t i s of unusal occurrence. 
Saline soils also occur in areas contaiainated by the salt in sea 
water. 
Saline and alkali soils ha^e been classified as followsi 
Saline soils! 
Saline soils were originally called white alkali soils* Russians 
term them as solonchak soils* Now the tern i s gradually changing 
to saline soils* Ihe anount of exchangeable sodiiin in saline soils 
i s low, being less than l$%j as a consequence, the pH is below 
8.5. 
Saline soils msually have a surface crust of idhite salts . 
Salts dissolved in the soi l water nove to the surface, lAiere 
thoy are lef t as a crust lAien the water eraporates. These Wilts 
salts we nostly chlorides, sul^iates, and carbonates of calciun, 
aagnesiuB and sodium. Saline soils are in a flocculated condition, 
and consequently the excess salts can readily be leached below 
the root sone. 
Alkali aoilBi 
These soils have often besn eaUed "black alkali" soi ls , 
because they are black, i^ch causes the dispsrslon of the 
orgtfiic natter* 
Ihe pH of wxdh soils i s 8.5 to 10. Because of the high 
sodium content, both the clay and oz^anic natter arm dispersed, and 
the result in a doss packing of the soil particles, %e dose 
packing of the particles reduces the size and avount of pore 
spaces, and as a consequence vater and air will not nove through 
the soil readily. Poor asration «id high sodiuB content, t^oh 
i s often toxLc, make alkali nsoils difficult and eaqpensive to 
reclaim. 
Saline alkali soilsi 
The teni saline alkali applies to soils i^ich arm both 
saline and alkali. There can be all stages in transition with 
varying degree of dominance of salt content or high pH» Theses 
soils are characterised by a variiisls i^ usually above 8.5* depending 
upon the amount of sodim present. Uhen soluble salts leach 
downvard, the pR will rise above 8.5, but i^en the sollble salts 
again accumulate, the pH mqr again fal l to 8.0. 
Formation of alkaline and saline soils 
In l^e arid regions, idiere there i s lov rainfall and high 
temperature, there is always a tendency for the accumulation of 
^ e soluble salts near the surface. During raii^ season these 
salts may move dowanward to the lower soil layers but after the 
rainy seasons, the Intense avaqporation brings the salts back 
to the surface. 
^eground water of the arid regions usually contain oon-
siders^le quantities of soluble salts. If the water table is 
high, large amounts of water move to the surface by capillary 
action and are av^>orated, leaving an everincreasing accumulation 
of soluble salts . Ihis process of accunulation of soluble salts 
auke the soil highly ispregnated with salts and only salt reals tent 
crops can grow. 
%e salts may have originated directly from chenioaL weatherit^ 
of rocks and hare been dissolved by surface and peeolatlng waters. 
the salts may represent the remains of foraer seas or salt lakes. 
^ usual node of origin Is from saline ground water, either in 
the vicinity of inland seas or salt takes or in depressions i^re 
the risiter table is at or near the surface. 
%e following favourable conditions for the formation of 
saline soils aret 
1. a high water table tilth a fairly h i ^ salt concentration; 
2. a high tecqaerature; 
3. and a low rainfall. 
Consequently, the soils of dry region tend to become increasingly 
saline as long as ground water remains within oiypillary reach of 
the evaporation from the surface of the soil* 
Under Irrigation saline and alkali soils have developed 
hy ai^ne or nor« of sevaral neans, w follows t 
1. idien exeesaire applications of water have raised tho 
ground water level sufficiently to perrait concentration 
of salts from aaline ground water through evs^ration. 
2. Mhen seepase from lealcy c«nals and lateral channels 
i^ioh run at a higher level has resulted in a high 
water table and saline/alkali soils* 
3* when the irrigation water has high sa l t content. 
U* when poor drainage keeps the salts in the surface soil 
and prevents the leaching of salts and 
5* ^en the use of irrigation water i s erratic, i . e . flood-
ing at one tine followed by intense drought) yiim the 
total supply of water ia United, this would also leave 
the salts in the root zone. 
Unfavourable effect of saline and alkali soils 
Saline soils are usually but potentially productive soils . 
Ihese soils do not support plant growth prinarily because of 
excessive salts in the soil solution which, due to high osmotic 
pressure prevents absorption of nolsture and nutrients in adequate 
amounts. An excess of sodiun ions also exert antogonistic effects 
on the absorption cf calcium and nagnesiun/ 
Under alkali soil conditions, the damage i s not due to the 
salt concentration, since the conductivity of the soil solution 
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Is low* The sodium absorbed by^  clay and orgsilc col loids causes 
dispersion of clajr idildi results in a lo s s of desindale structuire 
and the development of the puddle e f fect . Such effects on i ^ s l c a l 
properties reduces drainage, aeration and microbial act iv i ty . The 
high pH in alkali so i l s o«tises the reduction in the solubil i ty 
ami availabil i ty to plants of iron, copper, manganese md zinc. 
Under saline alkali conditions Uiere may be actually 
several transitional stages, from high sa l in i l^ - low alkalinilgr 
to low sal ini ty - h i ^ alkal inity. Under siich conditions crops 
may suffer due to high sa l in i ty as well as to unfavourable effects 
of a lkal inity . 
Reclamation of saline and alkal i so i l s 
Before starting the reclaination of saline or alkali 
s o i l s , a knowledge of the following i s e ssent i s l . 
a) Qualily of the so i l 
b) Quality of the irrigation water 
c) Nature and distribution of sal ts in the K>il root zone 
d) Level of subsoil water 
e) Drainage conditions. 
Saline and alkali soi ls can be reclaimed by the followir^ 
methods: 
1 . By leeching the sal ts below the root zone and out of contact 
with subsoil irrigation water, 
2. By growing sal t tolerant plants . 
3. Alkaline soils can be reolaiaed by the addition of faragrard 
manure, grsen aan.re, sulphur, molasses, iron and aluad-
nium sulphate and ev«n aulphiric acid. 
U, By the aiditlon of Gypsum. 
Prevention 
the danger of the development of saline «id alkali 
soils ^erevar irrigation i s practiced has been pointed out« 
^ e deterioration of land under perennial irrigation i s associated 
more often with the existence or creation of a high water table. 
I t is tAien the high table persists over a long period of time 
that the accujnulated salts begin to shov their effects. 
As the chief csuse of trouble i s high water table i t is 
vBiy necessary to ensure free and efficient drainage. As 
sometimes water i s available in plentiful there i s a tendency 
for farraers to use i t in excess which in course of tine raises 
the water table and brings the underground water in cjgppilary 
attraction. If there i s a hardpan underground i t helps to form 
a false water table. In either case the excess water should 
not be allowed to aocunulate. It must be zvmoved by providing 
suitable drains. All irrigation schemes should therefore, 
provide for efficient drains for the removal of excess water 
from lAatever source i t originates. 
Irrigation water ^ould be used sparingly and Judiciously. 
Flooding the land with large quantity of water must be avoided. 
Etraporatlon should be checked a* far «8 poaslble by aHilehliig or 
ligr proridlng proper ahadle. 
Water loggigg 
Mien the aMouot of water in a soil is Inoreaeed b^ond 
i t s maxlnuia C4i|>illar>' capacity^ tdie additional water appeara aa 
free vater in pore apace. Ihia water ia beyond the force exended 
by soil partiolea, and, therefore, coasa under the influence of 
gravity, ^encc this water ia called groritationaL water. Due to 
the force of gravity acting on i t the water w>-vea downwarda through 
the aoil . %e downward aovenent of grvritational water through the 
aoil ia called percolation. 
If the aoil ia p^  >vlous, the gravitational water percolates 
down into the lower liqrere and draina may. If, however, the aoil 
haa an iMperrioua layer t^ iruugh whioa water e«n*t penstrate, the 
percolation water oolleeta over i t . If this process contiouea 
the grciyitational water begins to accumulate. The aoil above the 
inpervious layer now free water and ia said to be saiturated. At 
this stage the entire pore space in the saturated soil loass is 
full of water. The upper level of water in the saturated area 
i s known as water tifels. As aore water percol«tea down, the 
level of water tdble r ises . The rise of water table oreatea water 
logging, and ^ e soil ia said to be water logged. 
In extreme eases, where the water table rises right upto 
the surface, the vhole soil gets water legged. Plants growing 
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In such so i l s suffer for vapt of asratlon an tie so i l pores are 
completely devoid of a ir . Water logging , therefore. I s very 
Injurious to crops. I t also leads to the derelopnent of salt 
and alkaline lands* I t I s vezy necessary to renove this free 
water from the s o i l , at l eas t from the root zone« as rsqpidly 
as possible, by providing suitable drains* 
QBOQRAPHICAL DI3TRIBUTI0M 
Saline-alkali anils occur in India, as in other parts of 
the world, usually in asoelation with the nomal aonal so i l s 
of the a.lrd and seui-arid regions. They are found in belts or 
as patches at tixaea of considerable expanse, especially luider 
certain hydrological and o r o g r ^ i c a l conditions. At other 
times they are extrewnly rariable and alkali conditions frequently 
change even at relat ively short distances. I t i s for this 
reason that mappi-3: r.f salt-infected s o i l s i s a d i f f icu l t taks. 
No^iucb information i s ecrailable regarding the eoctent of geographic 
distributicn sjid total area under sal ine-alkali so i l s in India 
ezcspt as a rough approximation, as no reconnaissance survey 
has ever been attempted for such aoiXs on a country-wide basis* 
Ihare are, liow«ver, four aa.ior tracts %*iere aaline and alkali 
so i l s are commonly met with in India* There aret 
i ) the arid dtluviaGL tract of East Punjabj 
11} the semi-arid aHurlal region of Uttar Pradeshi 
i l l ) the arid and semi-arid tracts of Daccan, consisting 
principally of th'* irrigated regur s o i l s j and 
Iv) the coastal alluvlun of l i t t o r a l origin. 
In East Punjab, ovar ten acres of saline and alkali lands 
occur and are called kallar, reh and thur. Hxt^isive areas of 
alkali type of s o i l s occur in Kamal d i s t r i c t , while secondaiy 
sal inlsat irn has rendered laz<ge areas in Ferozepur, Gurgapn, 
Rohtak and Hissar d is tr ic ts unsuitrfile for cultivation due to 
the use of brackish water as a source of irrigation. In a 
recent aurvay of about 3.3 million acres in East Punjab, under 
the Bhaicra Soil Survey/ Project, only 61 per o»nt of the land was 
fcur.ci f i t for Jtl^ivaticn on the introductior. of canal irrigation. 
About ten lakh acres, conqprifiing 30 per cent of ^ e area surveyed, 
are in different staj^es of deterioration, out of which U.b lakh 
adres or lU per cent are either saline cr sRline-elkali and the 
rest >.3 lakh acrns suffer I'om high jrf! values near the surface. 
Abrrt 9 per cent of the rrea Is reported excessively Sanc^ jr* 
v^era canal water wil l have to be controlled to avoid excessive 
seepage and causing saline e. nditions* 
%e area of sal ine-alkal i s o i l s in Uttar PradeA vam 
assessed by the Ulifer Land Re^lanatlon Conaittoa (1933-1939) 
constituted by Uttar Pradesh Qovamasnt and was found to be in 
the neighbourhood of 21 lakh acres. In a more recant survey 
the figure was nut at 32 lakh acres. Ihis i s peiliaps the largest 
area found in any single state in India, ^ e saline and alkaline 
lands are mostly localised in the semi-arid heart of the State 
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and in th« rogion lying soutii-iNst of Rlvar Qanges* The 
districts worst hit by the rarages of salt Infestation are 
Malnpuri, Allgarh, Etah, Famikhabad, Etawah, Kanpur, UmiaD» 
Fatehpur, Allahabad, Rae-Barell, Luoknow, Partapgarh, Sultanpur 
and Hardol. There Is also a stretch of low-lying tract extending 
to the sub-humid parts of the State,comprising the district of 
Azaa^arh, western part of Ballia, northern part of Qhaslpur and 
the Bhadhol tehsU of Varanasl district, i ^ r e water-logging 
conditions prevail and saline-alkali soils are quite frequent. 
These soils are collectively called usar and sometines kallar 
or rehj the most conunon feature of such lands are the appearance 
of extensive white, greyiah-iAlte or adx-eoloured salt incrustation 
during dry periods, the sterile and barren look wito hard rook-like 
surface devoid of tny vegetation completely or in patches, and 
poor or ifl^ ieded drainage with muddy water stagnating over long 
periods during the rains. The surface is quite often iMprmtitle 
and there may be a hard kankar'' layer at some depth in the profile. 
Saline soils are known to occur in the Jumna Khadir area and low-
lying villages of Delhi State. 
h^e extent of damage in the Decean has been reported by 
Talati (19la). Ihe semi-arid desh tract receiving annual rainfall 
10-20 in. and commanded by canal irrigation has maxImHW concentration 
of water-logged and salt-affected soi ls . %e total area put together 
in the former Bombay state was about 1.^ lakh acres. The affected 
districts of the Maharashtra State are Poona, %olapur, ihaadabad 
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and Nasik, In the Madras Deecan, now part of AncSura Pradeih, 
alkaline soils are widespread in the districts of Ballary, 
Cuddapah, Krishna and Ountor. Saline soi ls have also be«i 
reported in Raichur district and occur in Hyderabad also. Ihe 
districts of ^awar, Bi j i^r and Belgaun in the Kamstak region 
hare karl soi ls iihich are saline-alksll but are not reported 
under canal irrigation. Ihere are alkali soils also in the Don 
Valley. In the Tungdbhadra Project area secondazy salinlMtloQ 
has been reported to hare developed in tracts irrigated by the 
River Hagari. A soil survey conducted in Tiruchir^pally has 
revealed the occurrence of highly alkaline soils under the 
Kattalai High Level Charmel. Alkali soils are also reported in 
the Tanjore district in the Cteuvexy Mettur Project airea. 
there are other inland patches of saline and alkali lands, 
particularly in Bihar in the Ghai^ iaran and Saran districts^ vhere 
sugarcane of poor quality is produced due to high concentration 
of salts and high jSi of the soi ls . 
Littoral salliM soils occur along the sea coast and parti-
cularly in the delta of rivera. 
No accurate staiistios are available of the total area 
affected by salts in India and the figures often given are quite 
variable or even unreliable. At the Seminar on the subject held 
at Slnla under the aaqpices of the Indian Council of Agricultural 
Research in 19$9f such figure was put at five Million acres. 
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This aqppears to be a very corisei'vativd astim&te and doas not seen 
to Inelxidt? the entire coastal areas* It cannot also include large 
tracts of the arid rvglona In the country which are not coiopletely 
sterile, but on the verge ot saline or alkaline conditions and 
idiere crop yields are lew and plant growth perceptibly retarded. 
Future soil surveys in the States of Madhya Pradesh sod Rajjasthan 
nay bring out millions of acres of such lands not visibly affected 
by salti^, but producing hardly an|y crop wirth the name* 
PART - n 
AmCTATED BIBLIOORAFHT 
SECTION I : 
NATURE, FORMATIDK AND PROPERTIES 
FHTSIOO-CHBHICjKL 
GENERAL 
1 . D r i « 8 s « n , PJH. and S c h o o r l i R« ( 1 9 7 3 ) * Mintr&Logjr and 
•orphology of salt tfflorasceneea on saline soils in 
tha Qraat Korya basin, Turt:«7« J, Soil Scl. ^ t li36<-i4U2. 
Saaplaa tron fifteen salt crusts froR the Central 
Great Kenya Basin, Tozicsy, were studied in the labor»-
tozy. ChemioaL analysis data were combined with 
x-raQT diffraction. 
2. £1-Svaify, S*A. and Svindale, L.D. (1970). Effects of 
saline water on chemical properties of some tropical 
so i l s . Proc. Soil Sei. Soc. Am. ^ i 207-211 
Effect of saline water on the properties in tropical 
soils of HawaiifUSA. 
3. Hunsalcer, V.E., and P.F. Pratt. (1970). Ihe fomation 
of mixed Magne8lu»>Aluminium fi[ydroxldes in soil 
materials. Proc. Soil Sci. Soc. Am. 3liJ 8 l>8 l6 . 
Discusses the composition and changes in alkaline 
soils shows how magnesium and aluminium migr not be 
available from the soil to the plant. 
U. Pratt, P.F. and Jones, W.V. (1973). Deapths distribution 
of salts in soils irrigated bgr means of permanent furrows< 
Hilgardia U2: 1-15. 
Analyais of saturation extracts of soil sanples from 
six treatments of a long term fert i l i ty trial employing 
irrigation by grarity flow into pemanent furrows, 
indicated that considerai>le salt . 
5. Stuart, D.M*, Sdiuman, G.£« and Dylla, A»S. (1971). 
Chemicsl characteristics of the oqppiee dur soils 
in paradise valley. Hevada. Proc. Soil Sei. SoeJlm. 
jgi 706-611. 
Describes morphology and classification of soUs 
of paradise valley. 
11* 
UTTiR PRAIgSH 
6. Agrawal, G.K. and Trlpathl, B.R. (197U). %• applleabUlty 
of some soil properties as neasure of exdiangeable 
sodium for salt affected soils of U.P. J. Indian Soc. 
Soil 3ci. 22i U3«l46. 
Sxdiangeable sodiun (ES) was found to be hi^ily corre-
lated with gfpmm requixvaieDts (OR). This relationship 
seeKS Bwre closer for sodic soils i v * 0*93) • The 
I^ and SAR as an approzinate estiMate of ESP, were 
found limited upto sodio soils only Bad oonsequentljr 
i t m«y not be satisfactory to use pH and SAR as a 
neasure of ESP in saline sodic soils of U.P. 
7. Dixit, V.K., and Lai, R.N. (1972). Effect of exchangeable 
sodium on i^thraulic conductiritgr of soi ls . J, Indian 
Soc. Soil Sei. ^t 1-5, 
Clay, cliQr loam, silky day loam, s i l ty loan, loan 
and loany soils of U.P. were incubated with Na8003 
(0, 15, 25, ^ , U5, 55, 65 per cent of CEC) in order 
to obtain increasing levels of exchangeable sodium. 
An increase in exchangeable sodium percentage was 
accompanied by a marked decrease in hydraulic oondue-
t ir i ty . The fractional changes in kydraulio conduo-
tiTity (KAmax) were 0.85 at 5.01 E.S.P., 0.52 at 1U.U3 
E.S.P., 0*21 at 2U.50 E.S.P. and 0.06 at 29.88 E.S.P. 
8. Gupta, I . e . , Singhla, SJ(. and ffiiazyara, O.P. (197U)* 
Distribution of lithium in sons salt affected soil 
profile. J. Indian Soc. Soil Sci. ^ : 88-89. 
Four salt affected soil profiles were exposed in 
different locations in the district of Mathura, 
Uttar Pradesh and chemical propertlM according to 
standard methods. Lithium values were vexy h i ^ 
and cause loxeity to crops. 
9. Tripathi, B.R. and Misra, B. (1969). CoB9>arativB 
study of Uttar Pradesh developed under different 
agro-climatic conditions. Indian J . agric. Sci. 
39« 652-656. 
Made a eonqoarative survey of salt affected soils 
of Uttar Pradesh with special reference to agro-
climatic tones. 
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RAJASTBAN 
10. Oupta, I . e . and Ihanvl, K.P. (1970). A note on the 
eonparlaon of sons ehamieal ratio* of Irrigation 
waters and irrigated s o i l s . Indian J , Soi . Indus. 
kt 181-182. 
Analysis sonples of Rajasthan well waters with 
regard to their dieraioal eoiq)osition. 
11. Jain, B.L. and Saxsna, S.N. (1970). Distribution 
of soluble sa l t s and boron in so i l s in relation to 
irrigation water, J . Indian Soe. Soi l Sci . I8i 
175-i82. 
Salinity of irrigation water contributes to the 
salinity- of the soi ls . 
12. Nathani, G.P«> ^ardcamarayana, H.S. and Mathur^ CJI, 
(1970), Status of water soluble boron in soils of 
Rajasthan. J. Indian Soc. Soil Sci. 18: ^la-jW*. 
A survey with regard to the boron status of soils 
of RajasUian has been reportod in different type of 
soi ls . 
13* Paliwal, K.7. and HalVival, 3 J.. (1971), Sbna relation-
ships betwaen constituents of ixrigated soils of 
western Rajasthan. J. Indian Soo» Soil Sci. 19* 
299-30U. 
Studies on soils irrigated continuously by irri||ation 
waters of various qualities hava shown that electrical 
oonduetivity and contents of clclum, nagnesiun, sodium 
and potassium in the irrigated waters are significantly 
correlated with those of the saturation extract of 
soils* Significant correlation of sodium adsorption 
ratio and soluble sodium percentage growth of irriga-
tion waters and saturation extracts exits with the 
exchaigeable sodium percentage of soil* Howevwr, 8u<di 
irelation was found between SAR and OSR of so i l s . 
16 
GUJARAT 
lU. Shah, R^. and Falkhlvala, A.B. (1971). Saline 
and alkali aoi ls of Savalnagar salines near Bhay-
n«^ar (Sauraabtra). Indian J» agric. Res. 5t 
201-203. 
Studies ih9 nature of salt eompoaition of saline 
alkal i so i l s of Sarainagar s o i l s , Gujarat. 
15. Shah, R.K, and Palkhiwala, A.B, (1971). Studies 
of saline and alkali so i l s of Jodia-Balambha salines 
(Saurashtra). Indian J . agric. Ree. 5« 119-122. 
Surveys the saline alkali soi ls of Saurashtra. 
16. Talati, R.P. (1971). Salinity probleas of Gujarat 
State. Soil Wat. Res. India. In retro^Mot and 
proflpeet"! A revlev pp. 211M»22$. 
Gujarat state has a cultorable area of 9^k J«lllion 
hectares (23.22 million acres) and the gross i r r i -
gated area i s 0.73 million hectares (1.81 million 
acres). The state has got the whole of i t s vestem 
•side as a coastal l i n e . 
Soils of the state h«re been classif ied on the 
basis of Inw-mediiim-high s a l t s . Items for nrerention 
of dflptage and items of j-nrestigation have been 
sugf^estod. 
HARTANA 
1 7 . Bhargara, O . P . , S i n g h l a , S .K. and A b r o l , I . P . ( 1 9 7 2 ) . 
Characteristics of some typical saline sodic soils 
occurring in Kamal district . Haryana state. 
R^. No.2» Div. Soils Agron. C8SRI, Kamal 
Describes the characteristics of saline and soils 
of Kamal district . 
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18* Mahandra Singh (1970), Distribution of boron In relation 
to soil properties* J, Indian 3oc« Soil Sci» 18t 
lla-lU6. 
Seven soil profiles from Haiyana tfad Punjab were 
anaVB*''' ^^^ total and available boron* 
TAMIL NADU 
19* ^Tanappen, R.K. (1970) . Interpretat ion and reoonMnd*-
t i o n from chenical and physical ana ly t i ca l data of 
s o i l and water aaB^>le from Colrobatore d i s t r i c t . 
Madras a g i l e . J . 57t 655-66U. 
In view of the high salinity in all the waters 
analysed i t i s recommended that the soil and water 
may be auaalysed periodically in order to follow 
changes in salinitgf and to suggest the reaedlal 
measures* It has been suggested 'Uiat salt tolerant 
areas may be Identified. Exact water requirements 
may also be studied for different crops. 
20, Kayalagu, K,, Veticatai'aiuan, C.R, (1973)* Bi© physico-
chemical and biological chazacteristics of sci l 
series of GoLBbatort districts* Madras agrlc*J, 
60j 15>157. 
T5ie main pxcblem is drainage. Irrigaticn water 
should be sufficiently free of salt tt> prevent 
salinit^' hazards. Addition of sand and ccippcst 
t« iiiprove physical properties of the soil and the 
growth of salt tolerant crops (ragl) and calcleolous 
crops (citius) a3pe recoBuriended. 
21. Oopalswtftiy, A*, Krishnariurlhy, R. and Gumswany^ N. 
(1971). A study of the alkali soila of the Krishna^ 
girl reservoir project area. Madras agriCwT* 58» 
202-206, 
Out ox total area uf 8800 acres eomsianded by the 
Krlahnagirl Resei'voir Project, nearly 2000 acres 
turned corapletely alkaline. Both soi l aid water 
sanples collected respectively from the alkali 
lands of Ihinapurataa and Qhowtahalll villages and 
Krlshnagin reservoir project were sxanined for 
the causes of alkalinity and remedial msasuros 8]0gg-
ested. 
18 
MADRTA PRADESH 
22, Sh«ma, C P , and Seth, S.P. (1971). Salinity 
and alkal inity problem aid f e r t i l i t y statue of 
eome so i l of QiMibal CoBnended area* Indian 
Foreeter 97» 681-687. 
A so i l survQjr was undertaken tr study the nature 
and extent of sal ini ty problem and arailable 
nutrient status of the so i l s of Chambal Commanded 
Areas. Pcss ib i l i ty of reelatri these s c i l s has 
bSen indicated. 
23. Darra, B.L., Jain, H. and H. Singh (1«70). Sd ine 
and alkali problems in so i l s of Matunda regions 
of Chambal Commanded A^ e^a. Indian J , agric. S d . 
ij£i 518-52^. 
In the wster-lonf|f»ed Chsmbal Commanded Ares the 
water table has crossed the cr i t i ca l l imit of 
300 cms, after the Inception of canal irr i^et ion. 
Fluctuations of high water table with the opening 
and closing of csnal deteriorated the s o i l considera-
bly . The f e r t i l i t y was quite poor, A few meao-ures 
pre suggested to liiiprore the physico-chemical 
structures of the s o i l . The proTision of f ield 
drainage i s essential to check up further deteriorae-
tion of the s o i l . 
KESiALA 
2U« Thomas, Varghese, Thaii??i, P.S, and Money, N.S. 
(1970). Some preliminary studies on PoBcali saline 
s o i l s of Ker*la. J, Indian 3oc. Soil Sci . 19i 
65-70. 
An investigation was carried out to study the 
characteristics of special type of sa l t affected 
paddy so i l s of Kerela, 
19 
KIC31DBI0L0QICAL PROPERTIES 
25« Bhardwaj, K.K.R. (1972). Note on tha growth of Rhiaebiu* 
•trains of dhalncha (Sesbanla aeuleata)ln a s a l l m 
alkali s o u , Indian J, agrle. Sei« U2t Ii32-l433« 
The Rhiaobitm strains from normal s o i l s could not 
do well in the highly saline alkali s o i l s . 
26, Btiardwa^ J, K.K.R. (1972). Nota on the occurrence of 
pigjwnted strains of Rhigobiuw in sal ine-alkal i 
s o i l s , Indian J. a^rJe, S d , kZt 96>96U« 
Tiie occurrence of aore plgnented rhlzobia in s s l t 
affected s o i l s i s presumably an indication of some 
relationship bet%ieen s a l t tolerance and pigmenta* 
tion in the bacteria. 
27, Chhonkar, P.K., Iswaran, V. and Jauhri, K.S, (1971). 
Seed pelleting in relation to nodulation and nitro-
gen fixation by phaaeolus aureus L. in a saline 
alkali s o i l . PI, So i l . J5t Uh9'h^2» 
In x>f>t experiments using a saline alkali soi l i t 
was shown that pelleting of phaseclus aureus L, 
seeds with lime and gjrpsum together with Rhlsoblum 
inoculation, sipniflcantly increased growth, nodul»-
tion and nitropon f ixation. 
28, Qaur, A.C., and fihardwa;], KJK.R, (1971), InfiuMce 
of sodium humate on the crop plants inoculated with 
bacteria of agricultural importance, PI, S o i l , 35i 
613-621, "~ 
Describes the effect of microorganisms incubated in 
the soi l sod i t s gsubsaquent effect on plant growth, 
29. P l l l a l , R.N, and San, Abhiswar (I969). Effect of sal i -
nity on the production of gum by Rhlsobium species, 
Indian J . agrlc. Sol , ^ 1 32-35. 
Stu4y the affect of sal inity on the formation of 
polysaccharide gums by some strains of Htxizobiaa 
spp, selected at random. Ihe results 8Jfu>iiB<i t ^ t 
20 
gum fomatlon by the organlsns increased vl th Inereas* 
i'lg s a l i n i t y and tha t the s t r a ins varied in tlMir 
capacity to torn, gum in presence of equal amount of 
s a l t . 
30, Yadav, N.K«, Abrol, I . P , and Vyas, S,R. (1970), Mote 
on the effect of gum«produoii% bac t e r i a in so i l 
ag -regalien. Indian J . ag r i c . Sc i . I4O1 62>625« 
Study the effect of Aaotobacter chroococcuai from 
groundnut and an uni<ientified guia producing coi l 
iaola te on che aggregation oT nor-tial and sodic 
so i l s ul' Hi33&i=» Rhlzobiim ap» from grouiidnut 
pi»oduced Q2% ai^gregation in th« aodic so i l but only 
12 % in the normal s o i l . Other bac t e r i a l produced 
ii-SQ J^ aggrfceation. 
3 1 . ^adav, N«K. and Vycs, S.R. (1971). Respongs of 
root nodi^le rhizobia to sa l ine , a lkal ine and acid 
condit ions. li.dlaa C, ggr ic . 3c l . j d t 375-8S1. 
Inc. influsnce of soirio s a l t s and pH i i iaructar is t ice 
of s a l i ne , alkalino and acid so i l s on Rhiaobium 
£.pp, for lucen is , t l a a c gram, gretn griji and pea 
wert studied. Both sluLt aensiti'TB snd s a l t r s a i s -
tant strai i is of lucerne and pea were present . Flaok 
gran and utoth besn s t r a i n s were proportionately aensi* 
t i r e to d and SOit of Ka^ and K***, but green gr«n was 
s t ab l e . 
MIITRIE^ 'T STATUS 
32, Bandyopadhya, A.K. and Adhikari, M, (1???) . Trace 
element re la t ionship ir. sal ine r i ce s e l l s . Indign J« 
4i^rlc. Res. £; 135-136. 
Relationship between pK orgrXiic n a t t e r , arc so i l 
textv.re fedth s ' /si lable zinc, copper and manganese 
in these so i l s are reported. 
21 
33. Bhaz:B«ra, G.P., SingULa, S.K, and Qupta» I.C. 
(197U). Diatrlbtttlon of boron in salt affectad 
and oontlguous noznal so i l s . Ann« Arid Zona. 
I3x 32-38, 
Study- the distribution of soluble boron in secondary 
salinised so i l s . 
3U. Broadbent, F,F. and Hakashijaa, 1, (1971). ^ fac t of 
added salts on Nitrogen Mineralisation in three 
California soi ls . Proc. Soil Sei. Soc. Aa. ^t 
U57-U60. 
I t i s concluded that osnotio effects contribute to 
^ e mineralisation of organic nitrogen in soil , 
but the Magnitude depends on the nature of the 
salt and the nature of the so i l . 
35. Brown, G.W., Oahbr, A.R« and Marston, R.B. (1973)• 
Nutrient losses after cleareut logging and slai^-
burning in the Oregon coast Range. Wat. Resources 
Res. 9t 1U50-11453. 
Nutrient release fron small vaterdieds was monitored 
for two years before and two years after logging. 
In a patch-cut watershed no chdoge in NO3- N.PJL. 
was obserred. In a cleareut and burned watershed, 
NO3^ increased and returned to prelogging levels 
by the sixth year, K increased and returned to pre-
logging levels after two months and P was unchanged. 
36. Paliwal, K.V. and Mehta, K.K. (1973). Boron status 
of some soils irrigated with saline waters in Kota 
and Kiilwara regions of Rajasthtfi. Indian J. agric. 
s c i . y » 766.772. 
The effect of irrigation waters of different levels 
of salt concentration and boron was studied on the 
representative soils of Kota and Bhilwara regions of 
Rajasthan, taking 8 soil profiles and 112 surface 
sanples. Salts and boron aceuaulated more with an 
increase in their content in ths irrigation water and 
with the fineness of the texture. Water soluble boron 
was positively correlated with the soil organic matter 
and negatively with calcium carbonate content. It was 
related with the pH of the soil with a low degree of 
validity, but not with the electrical conductivity of 
SAR of the saturation extract. 
22 
37, Patel, C,A. and M«hta, B.V, (1970), Seleniu« status 
of soils and eoBsnon foddars in Gujarat. Indian J« 
agrie. S d . UOi 389-399. 
Tha total salaniUB eontsnt in Oujarat soi ls yaried 
from 0«lli2 to 0.678 p.p.n. with an average of 0*375 ppn* 
The selaniun eontant of foddars of Kaira district was 
not Hueh related to the total selenium content of soils . 
38. Potta, M.J., Edwards, R.S. and Evans, L.J. (1972). Ihe 
effect of air borne salts of marine origin on plants 
and their underlying so U s . Rep. Welsh Soils Discussion 
Group No.l3t 261-281. 
Significant differences between the salt deposition 
on the canopy^  and the salt content of the through fal l 
from windward to leaward of coastal single Pinus 
radlata trees were deaonstrated. In soil samples 
collected from a transeet fron 1,57 to 3*26 Km inland 
the vermiculite and exchangeable Na & Mg contents were 
strongly positively correlated. 
39* ^ama, R.C. and Shukla, U.C. (1972). Boron status 
of Kiuna soils of Hissar district, Haryana. Indian J. 
agric. Res. 6i 285-288. 
The boron status of Bhuna soils is within safe 
limits except Bflhrana and Lehriana series. 
UO. Shukla, U.C. (1971). Organic matter and zinc availa«. 
bi l i ty in soi ls . Geodema, 6t 309-31U* 
Laboratoiy studies were made on the effect of organic 
matter on the availability of zinc in different soi ls . 
BFFECT OF CLIMATIG FACTORS AND SOIL WATER MOViMENT 
l4l. Bandyopadhya, A.K. Sahoo, R., and Bhattacharya* R.K. 
(1970). Seasonal fluctuation of salinity in rice so i l s . 
J. Indian Soc. SQU. sc i . 181 97-98. 
The results show that the level of salinity at any given 
land fluctuates with the rise and fal l of growid water 
tjjble. Therefore, control of level of ground water table 
i s likely to result in control of rise in salinity. 
23 
U2. Gupta, I . e . tfid Albhiehandanl, C,I. (1970). SeasonaX 
•arlmtlona in aaLt ooapoaitlon of BOMB aallne water 
Irrigatad aoila of Vtoatarn Rajaathan. J. Indian 
Soc. Soil Sci. 18» U29-U35. 
The changes In the salt eoaiposltlon of saline water 
Irrigated soils as affected by leaching due to rain-
fall hare been studied.in the sead-arid sone of 
Western Rajasthan. 
U3» Mc Namara, EJi,, and Usselman, T. (1972), Salt minerals 
in soil profiles and as suficial czMsts and efflore-
scences. Coastal Enderfay Land, Antarctica* BUll Geol> 
Soc. Aa. 53: 3lU5-3l50. 
Efflorescences of highly soluble salts are foraed 
vhBTe aoisture from m l ting snow (oontainit^ salts 
of marine origin) back to the surface due to intensiye 
evaporation. Similar genesis accounts for crust 
deposits of salts minerals on the undersides of boulders. 
lili, Paliwal, K.V. and Tadav, J.S.P. (1972). Research on 
soil water relationship in India. Indian J. agrlc. Res» 
6i 231-2U2, 
The results of research conducted on soil water rela-
tions in India have been reviewed. The necessity 
of a proper understanding of soil moisture relations 
in irrigation agriculture has been emphasised. 
kS* Raats, P«A«C. (197li)» Steady flows of water and salt 
in unifom soil profiles withpplant roots. Proo. SoU 
Sci. Soc. ^ . 28« 717-722. 
Steady upward and downward flows of soil water in 
the presence of uptake of water by plant roots are 
analysed. Both the capillary and gravitational eoaqpo-
nents of the flux are found to be significant. The 
distribution of salts asoclated with steady downward 
flows i s also evaluated. 
Ii6. Rolston, D,E, (1972). Soll-water-^)lant relationship 
in water management. Indian Fmg. 22(2)i k6^B 
Discusses the importance of scientific water management 
to conserve and to efficiently use of India's water 
reeouroes and to prevent saliniaation md alkalisaUon 
of soi ls . An understanding of soil water plant relation-
ship i s reqfuired. 
2li 
U7. Shaiaa, D.R. and Prthar, S .3 . (1973). Effect of 
dcapth and s a l i n i t / of ground water on evaporation 
and so i l saLinization. Indian J. agrlc> Scl» U3« $82-586, 
Reports ihe eff ectbf ground water sa l in i ty on sa l in i -
satlon of the top UO ca soi l l^jner was more pronounced 
with shallower water table than with deeper water table. 
FDMATIDN AMD GENESIS 
U8. Bandyopadhya, A.K, (1972). Note on the formation of 
sodiuM bicarbonate in s o i l s , J. Indian Soc» Soil SMs» 
20: 187-188. 
Bicarbonates in s o i l s are formed even in the al^sence 
of large quantities of organic matter. Possibly even 
without the help of bscterla. 
U9. Ciaudiiajry, T,W, and Khepar, SJ), (1972), Effect of so i l 
type, depth of water taJ:)le pnd s a l t concentration of 
ground water on soi l salinization under natural erapora-
t ive conditions, i . Res, Punjab agric. Univ, £» UU-U9* 
Studies the salinity of a sandy loam and a s i l t loam 
s o i l contained in 60 or 120 ow high open ended cylinders 
by iiraoersing the ends of the cylinders in jsolution with 
equivalent conductivities upto 3«7 BBihos/cm, Eraporatian 
and the resulting s a l t accumulation was greater from 
the shorter ttian from the longer columns and froa the 
sandy loam than from the s i l t loan s o i l , 
50. Rajasubramanium, S, and %anapalar Maxe, A, (1970), Studies 
on the cation oKchange complex of the so i l s as influenced 
by salt solutions of Vc<rying sodiuM adsorption ratios 
«nd different concentrations, Madras a^ric. J , 57f 6^8-6$9, 
Six so i l sanplos conqjrising alluvial black red «id low 
level la ter i te s o i l groups were equilibrated with sa l t 
solutions of varying concentrations and different SAR, 
Absoxption of sal ts in plant has been studied. 
WATER LDGGIHO 
5 1 . Bhattacharya, A.K. (1971) . Heohanlaa of the formation 
of exchai^able anaonlun nitrogen imedlately after 
water logging of rloe soi ls . J» Indian Soe« Soil Scl. 
l£i 209-a3. 
Vfhen several rice soils vere water-logged for 10 dagrs^  
a marked Increase of exchangeable awnonlum nitrogen 
In maay soils was obserred. In some soi ls i t reHalned 
sane. 
52. Grass, L.B., M&ukenzle, A.J*> Keek, li»D» and Spencer, 
V.F. (1973). Manganese and iron solubility changes 
as a factor in tUe drain clogging* I* C^serrations 
during flooding and dxyiog* yroc. Soil Sci. Soe. Aai 
37« li+-17 
A field study of water logging and subsequent drying 
of the soil profile has shown that under irrigation 
cultuxv reducing conditions becaae preTalent. 
53. Kukharjee, SJL. and Basu, S.N, (1971). Study of pH 
and ISSJ diangas of water logged soil and in pure systens. 
J. Indian Soc. Soil S d , I9i 197-202. 
Discusses the properties of waterlogged soil in relation 
to pH. 
^h, IhoBiasson, A.J.(1971). Soil water regiass. Rep. W|1A 
Soils DlscusGlon Group tlo»12i 96-105« 
Dlscusston the assessment of water regises and soil 
survey records of water logging on gleys and gleyed 
so i l s . The probleu is approached from the standpoint 
of conditions of excess water since they constitute the 
main problem affecting agricultural production in England 
and Vales and are easier and cheaper to study than water 
leficiencies• 
55- Van Schreven, D»A. and SijdHin, WJH, (1972). The effect 
of storage of sails under water-logged conditions iqwn 
subsequent mineralisation of nitrogen, nitrification and 
fixation of ammonia. PI. Sol. 37i 2U5-2$3. 
Describes the effect of waterlogging on the chemical 
composition of so i l s . 
SFCTIOM n 
DIAGNOSTIC TBCBRIQUES 
26 
DIlGONOSnC TBCHHIQUES 
PHTSIOD-CHEMICAI. AMD MDHPHDLOQICAL 
GRARACTIRISTICS 
5 6 . Andtraon, 0« and Malcolm, lUfi* (197U). Oia luttura 
of alkali-aolublo aoil organic phoaphataa. J, Soil 
S d . 25J 262-297. 
MaasuroBiBnt of phoapihatea in a aodiuK hydroxide extract 
of aoil haa tfiown ^lat there are nuaiber of new t^ea 
of compound ere preaent iriiieh vara not detected earlier. 
57* Gupta, I .e . (1972). Note on relationahip betHeen pH 
of aaturated aoil paate and 1:2 aoil water auspenaion. 
Indian J« agric. S d . U2t 962 
Rating of soil in aoil teating laboratoriea for diloride 
aoila nay be conaldered correct, in the carbonate aoila 
the aoils may be rated as tending to become aLicali, i f 
the pB la between 8*5 and 9*5 and alkali harmful for 
crop if pH ia above 9*5• 
58. Ovqpta, I«C., Rao Jodh Singh and Abidiandan, C*T» (197l)« 
Some more relationahipa between certain indicea of saline 
water irrigated soila of nestem Raj. Indian J . agric«Sei« 
5« 195-198. 
In the aaline water irrigated aoila of weatem Rajaathan 
were correlated electrical conductirity. Calcium, magnaaium, 
chloride and auli^ate. 
59. Kolarkar, A*S. and Sii«h, N« (1970). DLagonosia of aodic 
conditiona in aaline alkali aoila of veatem Rajaa^an. 
Ann. Arid Zone 9t 31-35• 
Suggeats method for rapid q>praiaal of exchangeable 
aodlum percentage (IS?) status in saline and sodie soi ls . 
27 
60. Poonla, S.R^ and Shuabla* D«R« (1973)* krtilabilltj of 
Ca from Ca^SOj. in a highljr sal lM sodio aoil* 
PI. 3 c U . 38t 675-678. 
Application of gypotm (tagged Ca^OL, 2H20) oauoad a 
considarabla Incraasa Indry natter yield and content 
of Ca, Ca^5,lfg and K and Cat Ha and (Ca«lfg)t (Ha-»K) 
rat ios and a decrease in the content of Na^  N and P in 
dhaineha tops. There was a considerable increase in 
the total uptake of Ca, Mg, Va, K, V, P and Ctf*5 bgr plant 
tops in response to gypsum. Contribution of Ca from 
j«)plied Ca'^ S^Oli varied from 78,3 to 8U.7 per cent of the 
tota l Ca in plant topa, vhereas, i t s uptake from this 
source varied from 52.18 to 98.73 »1 per IDO gm of 
plant tops. 
61 . Singh, K.S., Lai, P and Lai, F. (1971). RelationAlp 
of pH and exchangeable sodium percentfge for some so i l s 
of RHJasthan. Indian J . agric. Res. 5i 115-118. 
Explained as to how the j ^ e f fects the uptake of sodium. 
SPRVg, CULSSIFICATION IMl LAND RATDO 
62. RatnoB, C*, KamaLakshe Nayak, U. and Bala Subr8manium,A, 
(1970). A so i l survey of the paddy growing s o i l s of 
the Ihanjavur d i s tr i c t (Tmi l Nadu). Madras agrlc. J . 
| 7 i 625-632. 
Concludes that so i l s of Kalathur, Madukhur, Alathur and 
Kiralur series are heanry textural specially below the 
surface liiyer and drainage i s impeded in these so i l s 
and thez^ore laqprovemMut of drini^e f a c i l i t i e s are 
necessary. 
INSTHUMEMTS FOR MEASURING SALINITT 
63. Austin, R.S. and Ogter, J.D. (1973)* An osc i l la tor 
circuit for automated sa l in i ty sensor measurements. 
Proc. Soil Sci . 3oc. Am. ^ t 327-329. 
A method for automatic reading of salinity sensors. 
26 
6h» Ingralson, R.D., Oster, J«D«j Raidlns, S.L. and 
Hoffman, G.J* (1970)• Measarsment of watar potantial 
and osmotic potential in soil with a eonbined tharao-
couple paychrometer and salinity sensor. Proc. Soil Sci« 
Soe. Agi. 31*1 ^70-57U. 
Describes a combined thersK}couple psychrometar and 
salinity sensor, viiieh i s esibeded in a single ceranio body* 
65. Reieosky, D.C, Milllngton, R.J, and Peters, D.B, (1970)• 
A salt senisor for use in saturated and unsatirated so i l s . 
Proc. Soil Sci. Soc. An. 3Ui 21U-217. 
A salt censor, suitable for use in the field in saturated 
and partly saturated soils has been designed and constructed 
from readily av^ailable materials. 
66. Rhodes, J.D. and Ingralson, R»D. (1971). DeteimJ.ning 
salinity in fieldk>ils with soil resistance measareaents. 
Proc. Soil Sci. Soc. Am. 35» 5U-60 
Describes a field method for assessing soil salinity. 
6?. Tezkelloub, R.V. and Baboodc, E.L. (1971). Calculation 
of the leaching required to reduce the sallnily of a 
particular soil depth beneath a specified value. 
Proc. Soil Sci. Soc. Am. 35i Ull«JilU. 
A variation in the salt iBOTeiwnt computation method 
was designed and tested for calculating the leaching 
required to lower ihe salinity of a particular soil depth 
to less than a specific values. 
68. Wesseling, J, and Oster, J.D. (1973). Response of sal i -
nity te sensors to rapidly changing salinity. Proc. Soil 
sol . Soc. Am. 37i 553-557. 
A theory has been developed to describe the response 
of the sensor to changes in soil salinity and was 
eaqserimentally verified in soils and in solutions. Its 
^plication to the correction of soil salinilgr measureninte 
for sensor lag i s discussed. 
SECTION i n . 
PLANT GROVnH 
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CROP lOLSRANCS TO SALINE 30OIC CONDITIOliS 
ypOD GBDPS 
69. Badrinarayan Eaoj K« and Venkateshwarlu, 4» (197U}« 
Tlie physico>nhemical changes of the nHWly flooded 
soi ls . J. Indian 3oc, Soil Sci« 22; 13-18. 
%e Investigation takan up in ths present study were 
directed to obtain an Insight into changes that occur 
whan soils were brought mider low-land pad^ T* 'or the 
first tine • A period of sutoergenee of 2 to 3 weeks 
appeared to be nocessaxy for obtaining better dry natter 
production for rice grown under low-land conditions for 
the first tiiae. Oreen manuring with 2 to 3 weeks of 
fiubstergence was found to fujrther enhance dry matter 
p2:*ociucti&u. SubMrgenoe of tha soil for the f irst tins 
lad to alundnium concentration of 1.2 to 1.61^ jipa i^idif 
i f not reaoTed through drainage, Bdght prove toxic to the 
rice plant. Silica in lea<^iate was sufficient under sub-
mergence for normal growth of rice plant. The ad80zi>ed 
ivon, manganese and phosphorus generally increased with 
period ot submergence while potaasium decreased after 3 
weeks of submergence. 
70« Bajwa, M.S. and Bhuaaa, D.R. (1971). Relationship between 
root Cation exchange capacity and sodium tolerance of 
different crops. PI. Soil« 3|ii. 57-61*. 
Dzy matter content of plants of wheat, barley, gran, 
dhaineha, paragrass decreased when grown in different con-
centration of salt solutions. Yield was aiLso considerably 
reduced. 
71. Bemal, C«, Binghan, r.T., and Oertli, J. (197U). Salt 
tolerance of Mexican lAeatt II. Relation to Tariable sodium 
chloride and length of growing season. Proc. Soil S d . 
Soc. Am. 38i 777-780. 
Based on germination counts of seed on f i l ter paper saturar 
ted with Nad. The eight Mexican yarieties (Triticiai asstlYum) 
tested are relatively salt tolerant. 
30 
12, Blnghan, F.T. and Gax^ aer, M.J. (1970). Zonal saLlnl-
zation of the root ^stdm vith NaCl and Boron in rela^ 
tion to growth and water unptake of corn plants. 
Prop. Soil Sci. 3oe. Aia. 3U» 122-126. 
Discusses tlie effect of salinity in tha differ«at root 
sonea of raaizo plant. 
73» Carlos Torres, B. and Binghaa,F,T, (1973). Salt tolerance 
cf MoxLuan wiieaii I . Effect of NO 3 and Nad on adneral 
nutrition, grovth, and grain production of four lAieats. 
Proe. Soil Sci. Soc« Aw. 37t 711-715. 
Describes the salt tolerance of some vhaat varieties 
grovn in sand culture e:q)eriiaent8. 
7U. Dai-sai*, K.S. and AJbrol, I.P. (1975). Practices for 
growing wheat in alkali soi ls . Indian F»g. 2li(12)i 17-18. 
By following proper management practices i t i s possible 
to obtain good wheat yields in alkali soi ls . 
75. Dargan, K.S. and Gaul, B.L. (197U). For paddty in alkali 
soil , seedling age and planting date are vital . 
Indian Fag. 2U(5)« 11-12 
£3q>eri»ent8 conducted at (SSRI Karnal have shown that out 
of several factors the age of seedlings and date of 
tranqilantation axart a great influence on the yield of 
paddy crop. 
76. Darra, B.L«» Jain, H. and Singh, H. (1970). Effect of 
growth relations and salts on the germination of i ^ a t 
under high salinity, sodiua adsorption ratio and bora 
levels , Indlam J. agric. Sci, \£i l438-Uiili. 
Points out that high salinity reduced the percentage of 
germination of unsoaked seeds considerably, so^i i^ with 
distilled water improved i t by 6 to IW in different 
conditions. 
31 
77. D»8j S,K, and Kehrotra, C.L, (1971). Salt toUrance of 
aome agricultural crops during early growth stages. 
Indian J. a?ric. S d . las 882-868 
Studies the salt tolerance of important ralqy and winter 
season cj^ps under artificial salinised soil conditions. 
A lover l»Tel of salt concentration accelerated growth 
in barley, oat, sorghum and nsaiza. Higher levels proved 
detrlinental. Critical lljniits have been identified. 
78. Daa, 3.K, and Mehrotre, C.L. (1972). Alkali tolerance of 
Important agricultural cn^s of Uttar Pradesh. Indian J. 
agrio. Sci. U2x IJUO-^ I^ IJ. 
Al.kali tolerance of important agricultural crops revealed 
that gemination of crops except winter season legumts 
and rice i s not affected upto certain level. With the 
higher levels the crops were very nmch effected. 
79« Dutta, 3.K, 1972. A stu^y of salt tolerance of twelve 
vrrietie!^ of rice. Curr. Sci. ^ i U56-1458. 
Rioe plants grown in pits with s^inity levels of 0 to 
15.5 runhoa/cm showed Increased reductions ingrowth and 
yield with increasing salinity, regardless of variety 
Konobokra variety was the Rost tolerant to high salinity 
as indicated by i t s growth. 
80. Hira, O.S. and Singh, H.T. fl973). Effect of aoU salinity 
and water table daipth on yield, salt uptake and transpira-
tion rate in ^ e a t . Indian J. agrle. Sci. U^ i 126-128. 
The effect of different salinity levels in the soil on the 
yield uptake of sodium and transpiration rate in i^eat 
was studied at 2 water table de^pths. Wheat yield were 
significantly decreased. 
81. lyenger, E.E.P. and Kurian, T, (1971). Evaluation of sea 
water toleranoe of crop plants I I . "Responaa to bajra and 
wheat to sea water salinity* Indian J. agric. Res, ki 
2U9-256. 
The data gathered showed the trend of slow aocliaatisation 
of species of crops to higher salinity of sea water with 
reduction in yield. 
32 
82. Kallppan, R. and Rajagopal, A. (1969). Salinltgr cffacts 
on the germination and early vigour of fi-re sorghum 
varieties. Hadraa ^ r i c . J. 56i 282-285. 
A study was undertaken to assess the effect of salinilgr 
on germination and esrly vigour of five sorghum varieties 
with the treatment of vain water (300 ppa - control), 
2000, UOOO, 6000 and 8000 ppm. The reailts of gemina-
tion and early vigour indicated that sorghum varieties 
were not effected upto a salt level of t^ OO ppm. At 
higher concentrations the growth was very nu^ retarded. 
83. Kurian, T. and lyenger, K.R.P. (1971). Evaluation of sea 
water tolerance of crop plants I . Effect of sea water 
dilution on the process of germination and seedling growth 
of maiy crop varieties. Indian J. agric. Res« $t llt5-l$0. 
Seeds of some crop varieties were tested for the suitability 
of saline sea water. Ihe germination of seed etc. are 
discussed. 
81^ . Naliwal, G.L. and Paliwal, K.\'. (1970). Salt tolerance 
studies of some badra varieties at germination stage. 
J. Indian 3oc. Soil Sci. 18i 209-2lU. 
tS bajra varieties were studied for the relative salt 
and alkali tolerance at germination stage. 
85. fatel, A«S. and Dastaoe, N.G. (1969). Sffect of layout, 
irrigation frequent and levels of irrigation salinity 
on barley. Indian J. agric. Sci. 39t 506-5lli. 
Explored the possibilities of growing barley with saline 
water. 
86. Patel, A^. and Dastane, N.G. (1971). Effect of different 
soil textures, levels of leading and salinity on radish 
and barley, Indian J. Agron. l6i 327-333 
A green house experiment was conducted at New Delhi to 
assess the extent to iriiich soil texture and leaching can 
help radish and barley to adjust under saline irrigations. 
The crop performance was extremely poor in the pure sand 
because of high leaching capacity. 
33 
87. Poonia, S.R. and BhuAa, D«R« (1972). Effact of E.S.P. 
on the availability of Ca fron soil and addad gypmm 
to nudxa (Zaa auya) and Ihaineha (Saabania aeulaata). 
PI. Soil. W OT%79. 
Incraaslng levels of ESP has a dapreaslve affect on dry 
Katter yield and i s nora sharp in aalza than dhalneha. 
Supply of Ca in root lona haa not dona any good. The 
results show that availability of Ca fron gypsua is 
influenced by Ute levd.8 of axdiangeabla Na. 
88, Rtfnanujan, T. and Roof, Sakharana (1969). Effect of 
salinity levels on IR-8 rice (Oryia sativa L.). 
Madras agric. J. $6t 278-281. 
In the preaant investigation ^ e effect of six salinity 
levels ranging fron 1000 ppn to 6000 ppt were studied on 
IR-d rice. Qermination vas inhibited progressively by 
induced salinity and in the highaat concentration of 6000 
ppn i t was reduced to 5U*ll)$. 
89. Singh, K.N., Sarin, M.N., Sii«h, T.N. and Misra, B.(1973}. 
In saline sodie soi ls • better substitute Bajra for paddy. 
Indian Fng. 2^ (U)i 5-6 
Bajra i s an ideal subatituta for padcfy in saline - sodic 
soils iihare enough water ia not available. 
90, Singh, ir.P. and Dastana, M»a« (1970). Note on salt tolerance 
of new wheat strains during gemination. Indian J . Agron. 
I5i 8U-85. 
New Mexioan wheat varieties have been tested for the 
germination of their seed in the salt effected so i l s . 
91. Shama, O.P., Puntankar, S.S, and Seth, S.P. (1970). Salt 
tolerance of different varieties of wheat at geznination. 
Indian J, agric. Sei. kOt 929-932. 
Au^or studied the salt tolerance of k Mexican and 3 local 
varieties of wheat and discovered that concentration of salt 
decreased the germination of wheat. The saltsaaffeeting the 
germination of wheat were in the order Cacl2 Na^^i. 
Had NaH003 Na2003. 
3U 
92* Vmkatssvarlu, J,, RmMsan, M. and Murall Mohan RM|^.Vo 
(1972). sa l t tolaranoe in rice variat iee . J« Indi&p 
30e. Soil Sc i . 20i 169-173. 
In a water culture es^ariaient, tvo dvarf (Haaisa & TNI) 
and tifo t a l l (MCM2 and HR 12) indlca •azletleQ6f rice 
were tested for aal t tolerance at 1,2,3»U»^ and 10 
nnhoB aalt concentration s t a l l e d through binarjr mixture 
of sodium chloride and calcium chloride. Theresvilts 
indicated that rice plants, irrespective of variety, 
tolerated sa l t concentration upto 3 mnhos. At U»^  mmhos 
l eve l , there was a reduction in yield from 25 to 35 psr cent. 
The per cent steril ity- was about 30 in Hansa, IHl and HR 12 
upto 5 mmhos sa l t concentration. But in case of MQK2, the 
sterilitgr gradtially increased from about 30 to U7 per cent. 
At 10 mmhos l e v e l , the s t e z l l i t y was to the tune of 66 
per cent a l l variet ies* 
93. Vyas, KJC. and Punjab Singh (1971). Effect of lenrels of 
phosphorus and sodium sal ts on germination of i ^ a t . S-227. 
Ann. Arid. Zone lOi 180-135. 
Field experiment on the effect of {dioaphorus and sodium 
sal ts on the germination count of wheat has been discuasad. 
Sodium sa l t s hove shown eonsLderable detrimental behaviour 
on the germination of seeds^ 
PULSES 
9h* Paliwal, K.V. and Haliwal. G.L* (1973). Salt tolerance of 
some Arhar (Cajanus cajan) and cowpea (Vigna sineneis) 
variet ies at germination and seedlings stages. Ann.Arid 
Zone. Ut I35-IUI4. 
Twenty-three variet ies of Arhsr(Cajanus cajan) and fourteen 
of cowpea (Vigna eineniiis) were screened for their sa l t 
tolerance characteristicfc at germination stage. Most of 
Az4iar and Cowpea variet ies are salt tolerant. In general, 
arhar i s more sa l t tolerant than cowpea. 
35 
9$» Riley, D. and Barber, S*i. (1970). Salt accunulation 
at the soybean (Glycine Max,(L.) Merr.) root -soi l 
interface. Proc, Soil ScIT Soc. Aa. 3U« 15U-155 
Soluble salts aoeumulated at the soybean root-soil inter-
face and in the rfalzosphere soil uhen salts, dissolved 
in the soil solution, noved to the root surface at a greater 
rate than thay were absorbed by the roots. 
96* %az«a, D.C«,|limtaBk«r, S«S*, Mehta, P.C. and Seth,S.P« 
(1971)• Mote on the effect of different common salts 
of sodium and caldum on the gemination of green gram 
varietisa, Indian J. agric, Soi. Uli 635-638• 
iuthor has e^ihasised that ions present in the salt solu-
tion have specific effects on the process of gemination 
and hence the nature of salt present in the solution i s 
as important as i t s solution. 
97. Singh, Megh and Lai, P. (1972). S«lt tolerance of seeds 
of blatdc-graa during germination stage. Indian J. agric. 
Scl. k2x 135-138. 
The genaination vas deliQred «ad the percentage of gemination 
decreased vith an increase in the salinitgr* Soaking the 
seeds in eonnon salt solution before sowing increased the 
germlnat on considerably. 
98, Sinha, T.S, and Dutt, S.K, (197U). Salt-resistant "Damodar' 
outyields »Jays' and IR-8. Indian Fag. 2^(1)« 19 
Shows that <Damodar* yields better in comparison to many 
othw varieties in salt affected soi ls . 
99. Uprety, D.C, and Sarin, K.», (1973). Studies on salt 
tolerance in pea (Plsum sativum L.) 1. Gemination end 
seedling growth. Indian J. Agron. I8t 302-306, 
Studies the effect of soil salinity on the germination and 
seedling growth of pea. 
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OILSEEDS 
100. BhAtt, J.G. and Indira KutXj, K.H. (1973) • Salt «|>tek0 
and sa l t tolerance by sunflower. PI, So i l , ^ i U57-J*60, 
A nomalV gx^wn crop of sunflower on red sandy loan 
so i l s was found to remove considerable qaantlties of 
chloride and sodium. Therefore, Intercropping with 
sunflower might ireduoe so i l salinity* 
101. Ihomas, Kurian and lyenger, E,R.P. (1972)• Response of 
safflower to sal inity of sea water, Indian J» agric. iSci. 
U2: 717 -7a . 
Points out that o i l content was not effected Wben sea 
water was given to the plants. 
102. Singh, K.N., Joshi, T.C. and Singh, T.N. (197U). In 
saline sodie s o i l s - Raya better than other oilseed crops. 
Indian Fag. 2U (2)» 9-23 
After extensive tr ia l s i t has been found that Raya 
(Brasslea juneea) i s a suitable crop for saline sodlc s o i l s . 
SUGARCANE 
103* Dargan, K .S . , Oaul, B.L* and Abrol, X.F. (1973 ) • Growing 
sugarcane in saLine-alkall s o i l s , Indien Fiag. 2^ (2)t 9-10,19 
Sugarcane can be g rown successfully in saline aUcali so i l s 
with the new technology, developed at C.S.S.R.I. Karnal* 
lOU. Mlsta, B. , G i l l , K.S., Sarin, M.M. and Singh, T.N, (1973). 
Sugarbeet wil l do well in saline-alkali Itfids. Indian Fng. 
23 {k)i 29-30. ^ 
Sugarbeet has excellent chances even in the worst sal ine-
alkali lands, as proved by ejqperlments at the Central SoU 
Salinity Research Inst i tute , Kamal. Average root yield 
from 5 vaz le t l e s . 
37 
10^. Singh, N.T., Kanvvr, J.S* and Ehunbla, D.R. (1969)* 
Suitability of sagarbectt lor saliue-alkali BOHB oi 
Morthsrn India. II* fieonomic possibil it ies. Indiaa J» 
agric. Sei. ^i 122-128, 
In a rotational trial conducted on a saline alkali 
soil the economics of augarbeet cultivation were worked 
only. 
VmETABLES 
106« Kaliappan, R. and Rajgopal, A* (1970). iiffeut of sal inity 
on the south Indian f ie ld crops - Gemination and early 
vigour of ch i l l i e s (Capnicum annum L»). Madras agric. J . 
57t 231-233 
The results on germination and early vigour indicated 
that a l l the three varist ies of chilli , were highly influenced 
tjy sa l in i ty . The germinatioij was h i ^ y effected at I4OOO ppm. 
I t i s conducted that c i i i l l i can be grown safsV upto UOOO 
ppn concentration of s a l t . 
107« Pokhrana, V.S. , Hirobandani, f. and Seth, S.P. (1971). 
Effect of saline waters on the germination of water-melon, 
Indian J . agric. Sc i . jAi 210-215• 
10 variet ies of watemslon wsre studied for their tolerance 
to s a l t and alkal i at the garminatlon stage. Some of the 
varieties were found to be tolerant to sa l t s , 
108, Shalhevet, J . and B, Taron (1973)• Effect of so i l and 
water sa l in i ty on tomato growth. PI. g o i l . 39» 265-292. 
The yield of tomatoes for processing grown in art i f i ca l ly 
salinised plots , was reduced by 10^, 
109. Swamy Rao, T. (1972). Salt tolerance in Okra at germination 
stage, Madras agric, J . g9i 675-676, 
Results show that Okra i s std.t sensitive at germination stage. 
Therefore, seed rates can be increased suitably to secure a 
satisfactory stand under saline conditions. 
38 
110. SvaBQT Rao, T. and Panrahi K«r, S.R. (1971). Salt 
sensltiTlty during seed gemination In two varieties 
of Okra. Indian J. Agron. l6t 375-376. 
The restats have shoim that Okra i s sensitive to saLi-
nitgr at germination stage and in order to achieve satisfao> 
toxy stand under saline conditions a higher seed rate 
maQr be adopted. 
i n . Tal, M. and Oanlsh, U. (1973)* Salt tolerance in the wild 
relatives of the ^ t iva ted tonatot water balance and 
abscisie acid in Lycopersicon esenlentum and L. peruvianut 
under low and high anaric salinity. Aust. J. egrie. Res, 
aitt 353-361. 
Studies have shown that in the wild plants of tomato the 
transpiration rate Is less in saline soi ls . 
FDRBST SPECIES AND OTFIERS 
112. Goodman, P.J. (1973). Physiological and ecotypic ad«>tations 
of olaiJte to s i l t desert ccnditiona in Utah. J . Eeol. 61: 
U73-U91. 
A triplex confertif olia and Busotia Ian tana are dominant in 
BK>saies of patidies different slightly in species composi-
tion around the gx«at salt take. Differences in q>ecies 
composition do not necessarily correspond to differences 
in salinity. Growth of ceirtain weeds has been reported under 
salinity conditions. 
113* Rajgopal, A. and Ramaohandram, M. (1970). Effect of 
added s i i t of sodlom chloride on wilting aoefficlent. 
Madras agric, J. 57: Uli3-Wi6, 
Salinity affects the wilting ooeffieient of the crops 
du» to high ooBotlc and finally (diecks the root growth. 
39 
Hit* lUuukrishnan, P.S. and Kdchi, S. (1972). Gemination 
bahariour of Trlanthaaa qpaelas related to soluble oon-
oentratlon of the BMklium* Curr, Sel» Uli 713-71U. 
Studies the effect of salt oonoentratlons In the nutrient 
solution. The gendnation of T. portutaeastraa was 
not affected by Increasing osun t ic stress* 
115. R aakrishna, P.S. and Nagpal, R« (1973). Adaptation to 
excess salts In an alkaline soil population of cynodon 
dectgrton (L) Pers. J. Eeol. 6l: 369-381. 
In a sand culture escperinent population £• dactylon froH 
an alkaline soil and from a nomal sou wre subjected 
to osmotic potential upto 6 bars. Ihe root production 
and the nutrient content of the specimens from normal soil 
nere reduced by high salt cone., the plants from alkaline 
soil were not affected. 
U6» Sharma, S.K. and Qupta, R«K. (1971). Effect of salts 
on seed germination of some desert grasses. Ann. Arid 
Zone, l£x 33-36. 
Studies shows the effect of salt concentration on the 
germination of 8 grass species. I t was found that gezni-
nation is considerably reduced. 
117. Tlku, B.L. and Snaydon, R*W. (1971)* Salinity toleruice 
within the grass araeeies agrostis stolonifera L. 
PI. Sou . 3gx l421-Ii3a.. 
Bight populations of Agrostis stolonifera* collected from 
martltime and inland habitats, were grown in solution cul-
ture and in sand culture at Tarious oonoentratlons of 
sodium chloride from 0 ppm to $000 ppm Na. I t i s conclu-
ded that the effect of NaCI on root elongation i s not an 
adequate measure of salinity tolerance in this species. 
US. laday, J.S.P. and Singh, K. (1971)« Tblerance of certain 
forest ^ecies to the varying degree of salinity arid 
alkali. Indian Forester 96i 587-599. 
Describes the range of tolerance of forest tipBOlea to 
saline and alkali soi ls of Uttar Pradesh. 
liO 
SFPBCT OF TOXIC ELIIffiNTS 
119. Qopal, N«H. (1970). Uptak* and accumulation of 
boron b7 groundtaut and jowar plants* J, Indian 
3oe. Soil Sci. 18I 335-
Diseusses the idMorption of boron "bj Jowar plants. 
120. Ruh&L, D«S, and Rsm Deo (1971)« Note on the effect 
of boron in irrigation irater on Sonora 6k lAeat* 
Indian J. agrie. Sci. jai 577-578. 
Inveetigates aJsout the boron tolerance Ity sonora 6k 
idle a t . 
IZL* ^iaada, N« (1970). Salt injux7 of crops. 3* Koot 
responses to salt treatment. J» Sci. Soil Eanure, 
Tokyo. lOt 162-166 
Ihe T.T.C. (2-3-5 tri^emyl tetraaoliun cKlorida) reduc-
ing activity of roots of mat rush and rice was decreased 
by low concentrations of Mg and Mk in relation to 
K, Oa and Na in the cultures. A close relationship was 
found betvieen the pH of the solution and inhibiting 
effect of Mg on root activity. 
0DMP0SIT3DH AND QUALITIES OF CROPS aiPWH ON 3ALIMB 
SoblC-aollS. 
122. Dutta, S.K. and Som, J« (1973)* Note on the effect of 
salinity on the structural changes in the 8t«rn of 
rice varieties. Indian J. agric. Sci. h3t 6lii-616 
Salinilgr causes some anatomical changes in the stem 
of the rice plant. 
la 
123. Khao, M. Usman and Saxena, S.N, (197U). Effect of 
quality of Irrigation water on dry natter production, 
and on calciua, magaesiuBt and phosphorus content of 
^eat, barley and pea^ Am. Arid Zone, l^j 11-16, 
Di?cu38es the effect of conductivity atid boron cone, 
on dry matter production. 
12U. Halivaa, Q,L. and PaUwal, K,V, (1971), Effect of 
manures and fertilisers on the growth and chemical 
coiq;>oaition of pearl millet irrigated with different 
quantities of waters, Indian J, agrio, Sd. kit 
136-11*2, 
A green house e3q}eriinent conducted with 12 waters of 
Tarying sallnily witbi and without the application of 
aanures and fertilisers. The results showed that 
pearl millet can tolerate salts to a quite good extent. 
Application of manures and fertilisers was found to 
be useful only to a limited extent. 
125* Nanawati, G,C. and Mcaiwal, G.L, (1973). Note on the 
effect of salts on the growth. Mineral nutrition and 
quality of tons.to (Lycopersicon esculentum Mill,) 
Indian J, agri. Sci. k^t 6l2-6lli, 
The results shows that a critical content ratio of 
nutrient ions for the normal function of plants is 
necessary. 
126, Paliwal, K,V, and Malwal, Q,L. (1971). Effect of 
fertilisers and manure on the growth and chemical 
composition of maize irrigated with different waters, 
Indian J. Agron. l6t 316-321. 
Grean house experiments were conducted to assess the 
salt tolerance. Maize was found to be tolerant to some 
extent. 
127. Paliwal, K.V. and Maliwal, G.L, (1972). Effects of 
salts on the growth and chemical composition of Okra 
(Abelmoschus eseulentus) and aponge-gourd (Lufta cylindrica) 
J. Hort,"^cI. J*7» 517-52li, 
U2 
In the green housa conditions Okra A sponge-gourd 
both tolerated salts upto an electrical conductivity 
of 6 flunhoa/ciai above this the growth of the plants 
leaves and fruit were adversely affected, Ihe effect 
on fruit growth was much greater in ^onge-^ourd. 
Fruiting va£ more affected than overall plant growth* 
With increasing salinity^ the uptake of NFK Ca and Mg 
by leaves and fruits decreased and that of Na increased* 
126. Pconia, S.R, and Bhurabla, D.E, (1973). Effect of gyp-
suffi and calciuBi carbonate on plant yield and chemical 
coiqposition and calcium availabillV n^ a non->8allne 
sodic so i l . Fl. Soil, 38: 71-80, 
The availability of Ca from different levels of gypsum 
and calcium carbonate in a non-saline sodic soil has 
been investigated. Increasing application of tagged 
gypsum and calciuic cazt>onate caused a gradual increase 
in the concentration and per cant contribution of source 
Ca in botii the crops, although, the rate of increase 
was considerably more in dhaincha. The availability of 
Ca from applied gypsum was considerably more than tkat 
frora applied calcium carbonate. Efficiency of dhalndia 
to uti l ise Ca from applied sources was considerably more 
( i . e . about five times) than that of barley. 
129. Ram Deo and Ruhal, D.V.S. (1971). Effect of salinity 
on the yield and quality of Indian rape. Indian J. 
agric. Sel. I4I1 13li-136. 
Iho effect of salinity, alone and In eombination with 
boron, on the yield and quality of Indian rape and l in-
seed was studied. Indian rape was more tolerant to 
salt than linseed. Boron has less effect on rspe than 
an linceed. 
130, Ravlkovitch, S. and Tolas, D, (1971). Bie influence 
of phosphorus and nitrogen on millet and clover growing 
in soUs affected by salinity. I I . Plant composition. 
PI. Soil, ^t 569-588. 
Ciscusses the final chemical composition of millet and 
clover plants when grown in saline so i l s . 
U3 
131. Singh, L.B. (1972). UtiUsatlon of saLlna-alkall 
so i l s for agi-c—-nclustry withcut prior rcclaimation 
III Tuberose. Scon, Bot. 26: 361-363. 
Yields of Polianl^esg tubgroaa flowers for parfume sxtrac-
tion VQT6 ^6, ?5, and i500 q/ha in the l e t , 2nd atid 3rd 
yeara of culti7£-ion respoctively, on uareclsaiaed saline 
alkali so i l s with avtrago pH, E«C, and ESP T&luas of 
8.6, 1.7 and 1^.9. 
132. Singh, 0 . 3 . and Vijosr Kuiaar, K.R. (l?7U). Curtyover 
effects of sal inity en yield and quality of liieat seeds. 
Seed Res. 2: 13-18. 
Lov leve l of so i l sa l in i ty developed beneficial effect on 
the yield of wheat grains. However, th is depends on a 
particular variety. Salinity increased the protein and 
decreased the l ipid contents of the grains to a significant 
l eve l . 
133. Singh, S. and Singh, R.S. (1971). Effect of quality waters 
on the geriniration and mineral eosiposition of «hc«t on 
saline-sodic so i l s i lch in magnesiuia. J. Indian 3oc. Soil 
3c i . 19.1 383-333. 
Sone important characteristics cf salt-affected well waters 
and their impact on the germination and chemical composition 
of wheat on saline sodic s o i l s . 
13ii. Uprety, D.C, (1971). Effect of so i l sa l in i ty on the chemical 
co.istitution of wheat var i e t i e s . Indian J. Agron. I61 
2J4lt-2i47. 
Quality of vheat grain of some variet ies i s described when 
grown in saline s o i l s . 
135. lousif , T.H., Binghum, F.T, and Yennanos, DJl. (1972). 
Qrowt.h and mineral composition and seed o i l of sesan* 
(Sesawum indicum) as affected by sodium chloride. 
Proc. Soil SaLm Soc. jto. ^ 1 U$0^53» 
Oil content and the dissdcal composition of sesame i s 
influenced by the iqpplication of s a l t . 
uu 
HUTRUaiTS 
136« BhuRbla, D.R. and F&onia, S.R, (1973). Effect of 
«z(^angtabl« aodlum peroentaga on thfl STailability-
of C« from gypsua and Ca003 applied to barlay, dhalncha 
(Saabanla (Rats.) Pars.) and naiza* Indian J . agrie» 
SdL. k3t 1032-1036. 
A pot axperinent was eonduoted to avaLuata the affect 
of exdiangaabla aodiun percentage on the availabil ity 
of Ca from gypsua and sone crops. Ca was available waxlaaiM 
from gypsun* 
137. Darra, B.L. and Sazena, S.N. (1971). Effect of gibberlie 
acid and preaoaking seed treatment at different salinltgr 
ragiMes on germination, growth and yield attributes of 
hybrid maize. (Qanga-3). Indian J . Agron. I61 1*6-1*9. 
A f ie ld study was initiated to investigate the preaoaking 
effect of gibberell ie acid on the various yield attributes 
of hybrid maize (Qanga-3) under different beneficial 
e f fects m^ jr be achieved upto 100 ppai, idxile under moderate 
to high sal ini ty l eve l s in combinations with high S.A.R. 
and boron contents 200 ppm could be more useful. The de-
leterious e f fects of high sa l ts may, therefore, be mini-
mised to great extent by th i s technique and increased 
crop production may be achieved. 
138. Qrasa. L«B«y Madcensie, A.J«» Meek, B.D. and Spencer,V.F. 
(1973). Hanganeae «id iron solubility changes as a 
factor in t i l e drain eloggingt I I . Observations during 
the growth of cotton. Proc. Soil Sci, Soc. Am. ^» 17-Zl. 
Various levAs of oxidation«4reduction develop in the soil 
profile during the irrigation and growing season of Ifae 
cotton crop. Changes in the solubility of manganese and 
iron occurred with changes in the oxidation reduction 
status in the soil profile. 
139. Gupta, J J [ . , Bansal, K.N. and Vazna, Q.P. (I960). Dis tr i -
bution ot nutrient cations in saline and sodio s o i l s of 
(%anbal Commanded area of M.P. J . Indian Soc. Soil Sc i . 
18, 77-82. 
Four profiles belonging to sal ine , saline-alkaai, alkali 
and degraded alkali so i l s of Madhya Pradesh were studied 
with respect to distribution of anrailable nutrimt catious 
v i z . , K, Ca, Kg, Mn, Zn, Ciynd Fc« 
UtO. Mallval, Q.L., and Paliwal, K.V. (1972). Eniyiaatio 
activ-l^ and qrnthesls of nuelelc acids In Okra 
(jjbalaoachus eacttlentua) and Spongagourd (Luffa eyllndrlca) 
grown In sallna substrate, PI. Soil , ;37: 2Z1-228. 
The studies were conducted In sand culture at salinity 
levels from 3 to 18 wkton/m.. The actlvitlesbf peroxideise 
and polyphenoloxldase and nucleic acid qjrnthesls decreased 
with increase in plant salt content and were directly related 
to plant growth. 
l l a . Mannlkar, NJ). and Sobbiah, B.U. (1970). Effect of Ehaincha 
(Sesbania aculeata) plant density on the uptake of phosphorus 
from subsoil deap'tti. J. Indian Soc. Soil S d . 18j U61i-ii72, 
Effect of plant density of Ohainoha on the uptake of phos-
phorus from subsoil depth was studied under pot culture 
esqieriments. ^ e optiinui plant number of dhalndia per pot 
was found to be four for the naxinuirt uptake of phosjphorua 
from subsoil depth with out nffecting yield considerably. 
1U2. Mishra, 7.K. and Qupta, G.P. (197U). Effect of zinc and 
qrpsum application on yield of pad<^ (Ratna) under saline 
alkali and water logged conditions* JMKW Res. J . 8137-39. 
A field e3q>erJment laid out at the OoTemment Agriculture Farm, 
Jora, MP to stud^ y the effect of NFK fertiliserSf sine 
sulphate, gypsum and FXM on the yield of paddy (Tarlety-Ratna) 
indicated that the application of NRC alone was the most 
suitable combination yielding U3«72 qAa of paddy grains. 
The slight increase obtained under NPK-^ ZeilS01( treatment was 
howewr not significantly superior to that of KPK alone. 
1U3« Paliwal, K.V. and Qandhi, A.P. (1970). Effect of fertUi . 
sers and manure on the growth of maize in salt infested 
soi ls . Bull. Indian Soc. Soil Sci. I8j 189-192. 
Farm yard manure i s very helpful for growing crops in 
Salt effected so i l s . 
Ihh, Basrioha, K.S. and Randhawa, N.S. (1972). Interaction 
effect of sulphur and molybdenum on the uptidce and ut i l i -
sation of these elements by ray a (Brassica Juncea L.). Pl.Soil. 
37» 215-220. 
Discusses the s alt tolerance of plants of raya. 
U6 
lUS. RatrlkoTitch, S, and Toles, D, (1971). Ihe influence of 
phosphorus and nitanogen on millet and clover growing in 
soils affected by salinity I , Plant development, PI. Soil. 
3^: 555-567. 
Discusses the difference aspects of plant development of 
millet and clover liiea grown under saline soi ls . 
1U6. Shevyakova, N.I. (1973). %e consequences of sulphur 
defieien(7 on the mineral balance in cotton under conditions 
of Mad salinity. Fi»iologiya Rast. 20i U7>li8l. 
the restilts of pot experiments showed that cotton plants 
required more K and S when affected by Had salinity and 
thaX severe S deficiency increased in cone, of Na*^  and 
Ct in the lower leaves. 
1U7» Singh, H.Q. (1971). Effect of sulphur on tissue oomposi> 
tion and pMWentiOB of dhloroaXa in rice seedlings. 
Indian J. Agron. l^t Ui>ll|8, 
Chlorosis in the plant was due to high pR of the soJl 
and not; due to the deficiency of iron. 
1U8. Singh, N.T., Bhumbla, D.R. and Kanwar, J.S. (196?). Effect 
of gypsum alone and in combination with plant nutrients on 
crop yields and aaMlioration of a saline-sodic so i l . 
Indian J. agric. S d . ^t 1-9. 
Studies on various levels of gypsum to sorroct the soil 
salinlly* 
lii9. WftLls. B.R., Thompson, L., Place O.A* and Shodcley,P.A« 
(1973). Effect of sine on chlorosis joid yield of rice grown 
on alkaline so i l . Rep. Series agrifej^ j tn . Arkanses Univ. 
No.20d. 16 pp. 
I t was found that chelated Zn was effective in increasing 
the grain yield. Use of Zn ferti l iser for rice growing on 
an alkaline s i l t l u f i coupled with delayed flooding and 
timely dralnag Aould largely eliminate seodling chlorosis. 
U7 
IHDU CEMENT OF SALT TOLBRANCE 
150. Pontankar, S . S . , Hahta, P.C* and Seth, S ,P. (1971) . 
Hcte on the Inducement of s a l t re s i s tance in two vheat 
varioties by pre soaking isith different sa l t s of varying 
concentration. Indian J» agric. Sc i . l^i 717-718, 
Preaoaking of saads in mlution of diffeirent sa l ts was 
reported to induce salt toleranoe in various crops. 
PLAMT GHDVTH DHTER SALINE AND RIDH GHDUMD WATSR TABLE 
151. Singh, K.N,, Bains, S.S. and Agarwal, K.N. (1969). Ferti-
l i s er use under saline-eun-high water table conditions. 
Indian J^ Agron. l);i 31-3U. 
Ttii poaa5J)ility of exploring vast storage of underground 
water in high water taible areas for successful crop pro-
duction vAiere the sa l in i ty i s confined to only within top 
few centimeters. 
SECTION Tf 
RSaAJMATION AUD MOMBKBNT 
U8 
VkTSS. TABLE AI<D DRAlNAaX 
152* Ccdvert, D*V, and Phung, H.T. (1971). Nltrat«-nitrogeD 
Movement Intr drainage llneff under different aoi l aanage-
cent systaEs. Proc. Soil Crop Sci» Soc. Fla . 31« 229-232. 
NO^ -N losses in drainage water from (a) surface t i l l e d 
and lined (b) deep t i l l e d and liaed it (c) de«p t i l l e d and 
unlined plots of a fine sand soi l represented 35, 15 and 
UJ% of that applied raapectively. Concentrations of N03-S 
in drains with submerged outlet were generally l ee s than 
in drains with open outlets* 
153« Krogman, ZJL» and Hobbs, E,H, (1972). Saliniigr and drainage 
in a brown chenwzera irrigated at different minimum moisture 
contents. Can. J« Soi l Sol. 52t 359-36U. 
DiiCwSSJo the luethod for reducing s o i l sa l ini ty by orop 
rotation and proper irrigation and drainage. 
15U. Panday, V.7 . , Harayan,D, and Jaiswal, S.R. (1975). In 
alkali so i l s « sub-surface drainage neither feasible nor 
necessary. Indian Fag. ^ ( 2 ) 3-6« 
The data indicates that the sub-surface drains have not 
iB5>roved the salt status of the so i l s s ignif icantly. 
155. Pandey, S.L., and Sinha, A.K. (1972). Drainage of agri-
cultural c e i l s . Indian Ptag. ^ ( 2 ) i S6-SB, 
The importance of drainage in the prevention of so i l alkali-
nity i s of great in^tortance. Drainage constitutes a part k 
parcel cf a complete wat-er managenwnt aorston. Soil drainage 
ano crop drainage metliods. Salinity so i l s need drainage. 
156. Puttaswanygowda, B.S. , Wallihan, EJT, and Pratt, PJ", (1973). 
Effects of drainage and organic amendments on the reclama-
tion of a sodic so i l cropped with r i c e . Proc. Soil Sei . 
Soc, Am. j|7i 621-625. 
In drained so i l s application of dairy manure, sugar, straw, 
•«-CaCl2 increased the rate of drainage and reduced the exchange-
abla sodium percentage. Redaimation was more rapid in the 
presence of rice cx>op. 
U9 
157. TadaT, J.S.P. (1972). The iwpact of water manageinent 
aiKi salinitiy research on agriculture. Indlao Rng. 
22 (6)t 52-58. 
Water management and irricatior: schedulss, on niiaat, cotton, 
scrphiun, and grai;ndnut aind Rngi have been reviewed. 
Drainage of Isrds having high water table cr sa l t infestai-
tion i s enpha?«is«d» 
LEJLCHINQ 
158. Abrol, I .P . and Bhunbla, D.R, (1973). Field studies on 
salt leaching in a highly saline socio s o i l . Soil Sc i . 
115» U29-U33. 
Ihe ef fect of continuous and intermittent flooding of 
tho so LI wi.th or without application of gypsum aided loaching 
01 sal ts but intermittent flooding was no more effective 
than continuous flooding. 
159. Bcmstoin, Leon, and Francois, L.E, (1973). Leaching 
requirement studiesi sansitivitiy- of Alfalfa to sal ini ty 
of irrigation and drainage waters. Proc. Soil Sci . Soc. 
An. ^ 1 931-9li3. 
Studies implications of the demonstrated l o ^ r leaching 
requirements for irrigation nanageraent apd drainage and 
for water quality assessment. 
160. Miumla, D.R. (1972). Recialmatfajn aid ut i l i sat ion of 
sa l t affected s o i l s . Indian Fag. 22 (5)» I5l-'l51;. 
History and problems of calt affected and e lkal i ie so i l s 
hare been reviewed. I t has been suggested that leaching 
of sa l t s , application of gypsum e t c . helps s a l t affected 
s o i l s . 
161. Bums, I .a . (197U). A model for predicting ths redistribution 
of sa l t s applied to fallow so i l s after excess rainfall or 
evaporation, J« Soil Sc i . 258 165-178. 
A model for prediction of leaching of ssiLts after excess 
rainfall vod irrigation. 
50 
162. OopaLa^ari, N.C,, KsMswararao, B.V, and Naraslah^K.L. 
(1969). Note on tha affaet of leaching md MMndBenta 
on the uptake of dilorldei hj flue-eured tobaeoo in a 
saline aoil, Indian J. agric. 3ci. ^ j 129-131* 
Growing gourd quality tobacco by anendiog the saline soi l . 
163, Gupta, I«C. and Abiehandani, C,T* (1970). Natural leaching 
of highly- salt affected soi ls of western Rajasttatfi. 
J. Soil Wat. Conaenr. India. I81 62-6U* 
Indicates the possibility of natural leaching of salts 
which are present in the soi ls . 
16U. Peek, k,Jm (1973)* ^mlysis of nultidiMnsionaL leaching. 
Proc. Soil Sci. 3oe. An. ^ 1 320 
A 8iaq)lified analysis i s reported of solute leaching from 
the soil surface to t i l e drains while infiltration is steady 
and unifont. 
1 ^ . Sahota, N.H. and Bhuaila, D.R* (1970). Effect of leaching 
saLine-alkali soils with and without gypsum on the soluble 
salts , boron nd exchangeable calcium and sodium of the 
soi ls . Indian J. agric. Sci. j^t 763-77. 
Ihe efficiency of leaching in combination with application 
of gypsum was studied in a pot experiment. In the top layer 
alternate ponding and drying was more effective than continous 
ponding in leadiing the salts, but in the bottom liQrers the 
rererse was true. To reduce the salt by about 709(, 60 cm 
of water was required for the soil dei^th of O-3O cm and 
120 cm of water was required for the soi l depth of 0-58 cm 
from the soi l depth of O-83 em. 
166. Singh, N.T. and Jaswal, S.S, (1973). Effect of test solution 
composition on the hydraulic conductivitgr of nomal and 
saline-sodic soi ls . Soil Sci. PI. Nutrition. (1973)« 195-200 
Application of a Ca amendment i s desirable however to maintain 
reasonable permeability for removing excess salts . 
SI 
aORGANIC AMEWDMKMTS 
167* Bhunla, D.R. and Abzol, I . P . (1971)* ^aB gypam f o r ge t t ing 
good yields from sodic aolls , Indian Fag. 21 ( l ) t lL-13,38 
Suggests that the tiiM and msthdd of gfpaxm application of or 
getting good yield of paddy. 
168, Grinchenko, TJL„ Tetsuk, V.L, (1973). Effectiveness of 
ferti l isers, lime and gypsuM on podsolised soils of the 
Romo region of the Ukraine. Agrokhiadga. 8i 57-63« 
LlJie and gypsum Increased the effeetireness of dung and 
NFK in increasing crop yields in an d-oourse rotation, 
a^ psum applied together with line increased the effectiveness 
of the lijue. 
169. (luruswaBor* N. (1969). A 8tu<fy on the ut i l i ty of different 
BMthods of assessing gypsun requlreBwnts for redaining 
alkali so Us of the Madras state. Madras agric. J. 
56: 125-133. 
The uti l i ty of -Uiree methods of assessing gypsua requirements 
for reclaiming Ihe alkali soils of Tamil Nadu state vas 
evaluated in this study. I t has bsen recommended that Shawarbi's 
method is best for gypsum application. 
170. Hartzog, D«, and Adams, F. (1973)* Fertiliser, gypsua and 
lime e3q>eriMents idth pewuts in Alabama. Bull, agric. E»p. 
Stn. Aubum Pnlv. No.liU8i 31. 
Peanut yields were not Increased bjr P K in thirty four 
trials on farmers fields. Gypsum should be s i l l e d hovever 
if soil test Ca values are 200 Ib/aere or l e s s . This i s to 
supply the needs of the pods which contain Ca solely through 
the peg Mhidh. develops from the pollinated flower and enters 
the soi l . Agricultural lime stone i s an e»;ellent source of 
Ca on kow pH soi ls . For soi ls low in Hg an application of 
dolomitic limestone i s recommended. 
171. Jha, H.K« and Bains, S.S* (1970). Phosphate fertilisation 
on saline soi ls , gyap. Management Saline Sodic Soils 
(Pantnagar). 
Describes the effect of addition of phosphate on saline soi ls . 
52 
172. Khosla, B.K., Daisan, K.S. and Abrol, I.P. (1973). In 
••l int soils mix gfpmm In shallov depths. Indian Fug. 
n (1)» 35 
EsqperlMsnts carried out at Central Soil Salinity Res. 
Institute, Kamal indicates that saline sodlc soils, the 
highest yields of paddy and vfaeat are obtained when gypsvm 
was mixed In the 10 en surface soi l . The yield got reduced 
i ^ n gypsum was mixed at a s t i l l lower level . 
173* Khosla, B.K., Dargan, K.S., Abrol, I.P. and Bhunbla,D.R. 
(1973). Effect of depth of nixing gypsum on soil proper-
t ies and yield of barley, rice and idieat grown on a saline-
sodlc sou , Indian J. agrle. Sci. y i 102U-1031. 
Recommends that gypsum should be applied at around 10 cm. 
If i t is put deeper the growth of the crops i s poor. 
17U. Mendiratta* R.S., Darra, B.B.» Hanrinder Singh «fid lastapal 
Singh (1972). Effect of sons cultural, oheraioal and manorial 
treatments on the chemical diaraoteristies of saline sodlc 
soils under different crop rotations. Indian J. agrle .Res. 
6t 81-88. 
In crop rotations, gypsum in combinations with either Faxvyard 
manure and/or dh^neha, appeared to be the best treatment. 
175. O'Connor, G.A. (1972). R clalmation of sodium affected soil 
with limited gypsum ^ppliSations. R||^ s. Rep. Hew Hex.agrle. 
Ely. Stn. No. 2U2. 
In a laboratory e^eriaent using columns of a day soil 
of pH 9.6, electrical conductirLty 13 mnhos/cm and an ESP 
of 29f CaSO]. was applied at rates upto the full requirement of 
19.8 meq/lOO g. At one-tenth ot the full rate CaSOj^  reduced 
ESP to about 10^ in the top 2<>4i" of soil vtiida increased the 
apparent infiltration rate from 0.09 to 0.U8 c^/h. 
176. PuntMkar, S.S., Mehta, P.C. and Seth, S.P. (1972). Effect 
of Gypsum md Manure on the growth of wheat irrigated with 
bicarbonate rich water. J. Indian Soc. Soil Sci. 20i 281-285. 
A field eaqperiaent was conducted to study the effects of 
gypsum • 5f 10 and 20 tonsAa and manure S 15 and 30 tonsAa 
respectively alone or ooiiA>ined together irrigation with 
bicarbonate rich water. Gypsum and manure increased the yield 
of idieat (Sonora 6k) separately and highest yield of vheat 
Was i*ecorded with 20 tons of gypsum alone. Combined gypsum 
53 
and manuxv were lass valuable than the highest dose 
of gypsuM alone. Exchangeable sodium decreased by 
1«6 to 10,9 per eent while exchangeable ealeluM Increased 
upto 17«7* per cent. 
177* Rajamannar, A,, Qurosvaqr, N« and Qopalswaiiv'* A* 0-973)* 
On the gypsun requirement estimation and i t s agreement 
with the actual gypsum needs of alkali soils of Tamil 
Nadu. Madras agrio, J . 60i 137-139. 
^lawaxhiig a^ethod was found to be the best method for 
assessing the actual gypsum needs for alkali soils of 
Tamil Nadu. 
178, ^arraa, R»C. and Abrol, I.P. (1973)» Gypsum can improve 
your water also. Indian Fmg. 2^ (6)t 21-22. 
ft|>ha8i8e8 that If quality of water, particularly ground 
water, is not good than gypsum can correct i t . If i s of 
considerable ralue in large areas of Punjab, Haiyana and 
Uttar Pradeah. 
179. Singh, H.G« (1971). Sulphur application prevents chlorosis 
and ensures larger crop yields on alkaline calcareous soi ls . 
Indian Faig. ^ (1)« 21-23. 
implication of sulphur in alkaline calcareous soils has been 
studied in relation to growing crops such as Rioe, Corn, Reas, 
Vlieat and Urld. In all tl^ cases sulphur has iiqproved tho 
yield. 
ISO. Vaksman, S.G., Tenonenko, N.H. (1973)* ^ae of solution 
of sodium ellorlde and gypsum for reclaimatlon of soda 
solonchaks. Podivonedenie 7» 103-109. 
In the south Tadzhlkiahan, these coils were reclaimed in tvo 
stages, firstly by leaching with 1500-5000 n3/ha of a solu-
tion containing 10 gAltre Nad and secondly by applying 
kO t/ha gypsi'w and then leaching with 6000«8000 m3Aa of 
water. 
Sh 
OSGfANIC AMENSMBNTS 
1 8 1 . A j o n , R*, Sahi, B.P. and Roy, H.K. (1973) . U t l l i M -
tion of lac Bud for the reolaination of alkali so i l s . 
Bsitraga Zur Tropi8(^ «Q Landwirt(diaft und Vateriranedisin. 
U i 53-60 
%• results of pot tests showed that lac md was not 
effective as gypsum in the reolaination of alkali soils* 
At the highest rate (U9*U t/ha), i t reduced the pH by 
0.50 units, the exchangeable Na \ty 5*0 nl %, Qypsua 
was found to be better. 
182. Dargan, 1,8., Chillar, R.K. and Bharadwa ,^ K.K.R. (1975). 
In alkali soils - Green manuring for more padcfy. 
Indian fteg. ^ (3)i 13-16, 
Owing to the steep rise in the price of fertil isers exp-
eriments have been conducted to find a substituted for 
fert i l isers . 
183. Dixit, 7.K. and Lai, R«N. (197U). Ooeurrence of calciuu 
organic ooHplexcs in sodiu soi ls . J. Indian Soc. Soil 
Sci, 22: 86-87. 
Emphasises that consideration mast be given to possible 
coa^lexing of calcium by organic matter when ion activity 
calculations are based on ion ooncentrktion in water extracts 
ot sodie soils , eontainit^ oi^anio dispersed matter. 
181i« ahanem I, Kl-Oabaly, MK., Hassan, H.N. and Tadros, V.(1971)» 
Effect of organic materials addition on transfomation 
of added magnese dioxide to alkali calcareous so i l s . 
PI. Soil. _^ J 653-661, 
Study of alkaline soils and i t s airaendnent by the addition 
of MK02 tan discussed. 
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185. Poonia, S.IU and Bh\nbla, D^ R. (1973). £ff«ot of 
turn yard manure on tha ayailablll^ of Ca f ron CMMSCOJ 
in a aodic soil (ESP 77.7). PI. Soil. J8» 2077-82. 
Application of FZM oansed a gradual increase in the 
dry Might of dhaineha (Seabania aeuleata Pers.) top. 
It also caused a gradual increase in the content of Mg 
and K and a decrease in the content of Ca,Na, N and P 
in dhaineha tops. Increase in Cat Na ratio was more 
steeper than (Ca^) i {Ka-^ K) ratio* Total tqptake of 
Ca, Mg, K. H and P increased and that of Na decreased 
in response to FIM. Contribution of Ca from Ga^C03 did 
not differ wxch at different lerels of FXM and i t was 
less than 6 per cent of total Ca in plant tops in all 
the treataant/ 
ORQANIC AKD DIOHGANIC iMBBDMEOTS 
186 . Dargan, K . S . , Abrol, I . P . and Milap Chand (1972) . 
07psuB>FTM A good eoBibination in s a l i n e a l k a l i s o i l s . 
Indian Rig. 22t 27-28. 
The e:!peri]ients conducted at Central So i l S a l i n i t y Res. 
I n s t i t u t e , Kamal have proyad beyond doubt that coaibina-
t i o n gypsun and FIM ia very usefu l pract ice f o r crop 
production and rec^aination of saline alkali s o i l s . 
187. Seth, S.P, , Shanuty O.P* and Puntankar, S.S. (1970). 
Reclaiaation of sodie so i l s with Q^ psuM and organic 
matter. gy»y. Management Saline Sodie Soiia.(Pantn^ar) 
Discusses the redalmation of sodie so i l s with gypsum* 
iPROWOMICAL PRACTICES AND AFFORSTATIDN 
188* Dargan, K.S* and Aborl, I*P. (1971). I^>rove cultural 
practices and obtain maximum paddy y ie lds from saline 
alkali so i l s . Indian Pmg. a (8)i U-13, 17 
Complete reclaimation of saline alkali soils in often 
a tedious and tine-consuming process. For the proper 
utilisation of these soils i t i s often adrantageous to 
grow some crops alongwith reclaimation meamires* Growing 
crops has several advantage** the farmer gets some income 
which can be invested for reclaimation purpose and growing 
oropa hastens l^e process of reclaiBiation of soil i tsel f . 
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189* Kathvtr, O.P., Singh, V.S., Bishnol, S.L. and Slngh,B. 
(1973}. REcilaimlng aallne alkali aolla In Rajasthan 
Canal Coananded A^tu Indian FB^. 2J| (2}t 15-17• 
Eiflphaalses the iBportanee of aoil amndments and seloctlon 
of crops, in combination with s pacific agronoutle cultural 
praeticaa can go a long mor in a reclaiming saline-alkali 
soils in Rajasthan Canal command areas. The results are 
of iRBMDse uti l i ty to farmers* 
190* Raswissen, W«W,, and McNeal, B.L*, (1973}. Predicting 
optimum depth of profile modification by deep plowing 
for improving sallne-sodie soils* Proc. Soil Scl« i»« 
371 I432-U37. 
Describes as to hov deep ploughing i s necessazy to util ise 
the saline sodic soils* 
OTHER TBCHNIQUES 
1 9 1 . Abrol, I . P . and Dhankhar, O.P, (1973) . In s a l t - a f f e c t e d 
s o i l s mulching aids In crop growth* Indian Fmg* 23 ( l ) t 
26-28* 
Points out that mulching can make a l o t of d i f f erence , 
even IDOjl in tha y i e l d of crops in s a l t affected arsaa* 
I t prevents the toward movement of s a l t s from the lower 
s o i l lagrers. 
192* OgUl, B .L . , Abrol, I . P . and Dargan, K.S. (1973) . Frequent 
and l i i^ t irrigations best for sallne-sodic sotls* 
Indian Fag. 23 (U)t 1U-1$* 
Research at CSSRI Kamal has diown at frequent and light 
irrigations give better results in sallne-sodic soils* 
Application of gypsum only partly Ijqxroves the soils and 
tlMy are deteriorated to a considerable deapth. 
193* Gora, B. (1973)* A simple method of desalting the "tanne" 
soils of easamancet 8tra»r-«ulching. Agron. Trop. 28i 537-5Ii9. 
Mulching with a 5 cm. Ititck layer of atrow was coiq;>ared 
with light cultivation to a deapth of 5-10 cms for the 
reclaimation of clayey, highly saline, uncultivated acid 
sulphate soi l . Mulching prevents soil sallnitgr and help 
in reclaimation of soil* 
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19h» Gupta, I . e . and Abiohaiidani, C.T, (1?70). Uaa of sa l t 
waters predominant In dlralent cations for irrigation 
in seai arid zone of western Rajasthan. Indian J« agric^ 
S i* . UOt 55-59. 
Useful suggestions as to how to use the sa l t waters of 
semi arid aone of Mistern Rajasthan. 
PHISIOO-CHEMICAL CHANGES IN SOIL 
I9$m Puttaswan^gowda, B.S. , Pratt, ?^» (.1973)» Bffeots of 
straw, caleiun chloride, and subiaergence on a sodic s o i l . 
Proc. Soi l Sei . Soc, A». ^Ti 208-212. 
The addition of wheat straw or straw + CaCl2 to sodic 
so i l material of lowi;^ texture prior to submergence for 
130 dflQTS substancially lowered the pH and ESP, and 
increased the Na & Ca '*' Kg cone. 
196, Sandoval, FJ!, and fien^, L.C, (1973}. Soil sa l ini ty 
reduced by sumner fallow and crop X'esidues. Soil Sci«ll6i 
100-105. 
Summer fallow significanbly reduced sa l in i ty in the root 
zone but sal inity increased under cereals . Soil sal inity 
reduction under fallow was greater idiere water table was 
deq;) rather than shallow, A straw mulch was mora effective 
in reducing sal ini ty at a highly saline s i t e with a high 
water table l^an at a l e s s severe s i t e . 
197. Gupta, M.B, (1969). Phosphorus mobility in a lkal i - so i l 
effect of SAR and oiiganic matter addition. J . Indian Soc. 
Soil Sc i . 17i 115-118. 
Phosphorus uptake in alkali s o i l s discussed with s o i l 
amendments like farm yard manure* 
198. Tha, M.K, and Sen, Abhiswar (1969). Formation of elemental 
svdphur from gypsum. Indian J . agric. Sc i . ^ i 1;2>U25. 
Decomposition of organic matter to which gypsum was added 
lad to the formation of free sulphur and the oaount and 
sulphur forward was proportional to the lo s s in oirgatiic 
matter. 
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ai<afSiUL 
199. Abrol, I,P. (1971). Salinity control in irrigated 
sericulture, agric. Dlgegt. 22i 35-UO. 
Discusses various possibilities of the control of soil 
salinitgr where irrigation i s practiced* 
200. Abrol, I.P, and Dargan, K.S. (197U). Have you a question 
on the r€Cl&i2nation of alkali so i l s . Indian Fag. 2U (U)> 
5-8. 
Explains the porbloms of reelaimation of alkali aoUB 
throng Q k kas, 33 such questions have 
201. Bhuxsbla, D.R. (1972). Redaixation of saline aid alkali 
80il-s« Indian Fwg. 22 (2)» 19-21, 2U. 
In manor arid and semi arid wet areas of India crop production 
i s limited because of soil salinity and alkalinity. I t i s 
estimatedthat about 17 million acres of land in the country 
either hare gone out of cultivation end produce veiy low 
yields. The area in different states has been given. Effect 
ox salJne soils on crop production has been tested. 
202, Dargan, K.S., Chillar, E.K, and Mehta, K.K. (197U). Saline-
alkali soils - DenonstratioBS prove effectiveness of new 
practices. Indian Fwg. ^ (10) i 11-13. 
Dersonstrations have carried conviction to farmers that 
saline alkali soils need not prerenially remain doomed 
soils . In fact, after the dononstratins the land values 
in some cf the -uorst effected area have gone up. 
203. ianwar, J.S, (1972). Twenty-five years of research in 
soil , fertiliser and water management in India. Indian Fmg. 
22 (5)» 16-25. 
Among the many other aspects discussed in the review article 
one i s soil manai^ enient, rfeclaimation and iinproveKent. 
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201', Keller, V,P, and Koon«j, L. (1970). Runoff as affected 
bjr salt treatments and soil texture, Proc, Soil Sei» 
Soc. Aa. yki 126-130, 
Spinoff was measured on soil durin(» rains sa i l ed with a 
rainfall sim^Jilator in ths laboratory. 
205. Klir^ebiel, AJl, (1972) • Soil and water management to 
control plant nutrients in natural waters. Effects of 
iTjtensiTe fertiliser use on the human Bnrironment, 
FAO Soils Bull No. I6t 153-178, 
Discussion on the factors contributing to entrophiceation 
from w i^ch i t was conducted that nutrient losses can be 
held to very low levels by using known eonserration prao-
t ices . 
SECTION V . 
QTUkLITT OF HATERS 
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OOMPOSITIOH OF WATKaS 
UTTAR PRAJIESH 
206« Oi/pta, I . e . ( 1972) . Sote on l i th ium in sa l ine ground 
v a t e r s . lodian J« a g r i c . S o l , U2i 650-652. 
l a tiie presar^t inves t iga t ion 35 ground water sanples 
from Mathuxa d i s t r i c t of Uttar Pradesh were taken and 
analjTsed f o r LltldLum. Cie r e s u l t s show that ground 
waters of high salinitjjr show contain higher conoentraf 
ticn of l ithium. 
207. Mahrotra, C.L. (1969), Water quality and use of saline 
Wdtar LuT crop growth in Uttar Pradesh, J. Indian 3oc, 
Soil Sci , 17» lihl'hkB^ 
A rfl^id survey of well waters was undertalcen in 18 d is -
tricte. of Uttar Pradesh with the object of assessing 
their qualiigr for irrigation purposes* 
208. TripatM, B.R., Singh, B, and Rathore, M.S. (1^73), 
Quality of irrigation water and i t s effect on so i l 
c^iarc.cterif;tic£ iii the semi-desert tract of Uttar Praderfx. 
I l l - The diar&cterisation of traditionally accepted 
watsr types. Indian J . agron. l 8 i 366-371. 
Classification of different type of irrigation waters 
ha£ been made and their chemical comfosition defined. 
209. Bhandari, L.M,, Purohit, A.D., Bhargava, T.K. and Gi^ta, 
I . e . (1570), Potability c lass i f icat ion of ground waters 
for i iTigatioc in arid zone of VJeatem Rajasthan. 
Ann. Arid Zone 9« 221-228. 
Analysis of 900 sanqples of ground water from Western 
Rajasthan suggest that there are chlorides and sulphatus, 
Vlater reqi;Lres define ir^jrovement in the quality, 
210. Bhandari, LJ!. , Pujrehlt, A.D., Jodha, H.R. and G^pta,I.C, 
(1971). Classification of ground waters for irrigation 
in ar5.d acne cf Western Scjasthan* Indian J. agric. Res. 
£i 1-k, 
About 700 representative ground waters from the d i s t r i c t s . 
Baitnar, Jaisalmer and Bikaner fa l l ing in the lowest rainfall 
zone cf 150-350 cm., in Western Rajasthan have been classified 
in seven c lasses . 
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211. Oajbhiye, K.S., Kolarkar, A.S. and Bhatla,O.P. (1973). 
Quality of ground waters in Bikanar diatriot of Western 
RAjasthan. Ann. Arid Zona. 12t 65-70, 
Study of 137 sM^la of ground water shows the quality 
of water is highly saline and contains sodium chloride. 
212. Mandianda^  H.R., Nanchanda, M.L. and Siyag, R«S.(1973)* 
Distribution of different qualities of undarground water 
in Rewari tehsil of Haryana state. Indian J. sgric. Soi. 
U2: 835 
575 w«ll waters and tube well waters and thtlr suitability 
for iiTlgation assessed. The distribution of different 
qualities of underground water i s indicated on a sketch nap. 
213* Mehta. %JH,, Punttfkar, S.S. and Seth, S.P. and aiaxBa»O.P. 
(1970;. QualiV of underground water and i t s possible 
utilisation for crop production in Western Rajasthan. 
Indian J. agric. 3ci . IjOi 776-781. 
The quality of underground water of $0 representatiTS 
samples from Bhaaor, Jalon and Jodhpur and pali districts, 
and 21 saaples from the tube walls in Jaisalmar district 
in the Vfestem Rajasthan were collected and analysed. The 
majority of waters were saline and a few sauries from pall 
were found to be alkaline. According to the standards 
of the United states salinity laboratory, these underground 
are high to very hi{(h in salinity. 
2U. Paliwal, K.V. and Gandhi, A.P. (1972). Qo^ Utgr of well 
waters of Jtf^nr district. Ann. Arid Zone, l i t Ul4i9. 
Chenlcal analysis of 92 smaples of well waters Chaksu 
PanehiQrat Samiti of Jaipur shows the water i s highly 
saline and contain Ha - Mg - Ca. 
215. ^arma, D.L., Shama, L.M., aid Darra, B.L. (1970). 
Studies on the quality of underground waters of Bhilwara 
and Chittorgaril districts of Rajaathan. Ann Arid Zone 9» 
229-235. 
Farm yard manure, gypsum and any other chemical treatment 
with i t s irrigation waters* 
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HARIAHA 
21j6« 7«nui« K«S* (1971) . ^ a l l t g r of subaoi l watsr of Rohtiic 
dis larict (Haryana). Indian Jm a g r l c . Res . £i 93 -97 . 
A surrey of quality of subsoil watsr in rslation to its 
suitability to agrieulturs* 
217. VsrMi, K.S« (1973). Quality of ground wataxs of Rohtak 
district of Haryana* Indian J, agric. Res. 2» 19-22, 
About 1900 water soaples of the district of Rohtak vere 
tested and classified on the basis of electrioal oonduc-
tiTity and divalent cation exchanges. 
TAMIL NJIDU 
218. Balasundram* G.S. , Rangaswany, Raja, Kana, K.» Laxrainar-
ainha, C.R* and Purshotthman, 3« (19^9} • ^ note on the 
boron contents of izrlgation waters used in the Agr. 
College Fame. Madras agric. J. 56i 532-533» 
Describes a aiethod for estination of Boron in irrigation 
water. An experiment was conducted at Agricultural 
Pazn, CoiiiA)atore. 
219* OoTinda Iyer, T.A., Jqrachandran, V. and lhandeyar«yar,K« 
(1972)• Well waters of the Regional Agr. Res. Stn. Tri-
Tandnm - their suitability for irrigation. Madras agric .J. 
59: 9-lU. 
It has been reported that salt content in tiie well waters 
i s quite high. 
220. Kriafenawurtty, R, (1970). A study on the quality of well 
water in KovUpatti Taluk. Madras agric. J. £7t 1U3-1U6. 
Water sanples from the wells of Kovilpatti taluk were 
analysed for their Electrical conduetivily and pH and 
ehenieal composition of dissolved salts. The quality 
of these water aaioples has been examined for their 
ehemieal oonqxisition* 
Si 
MAIfiZil PRADESH 
221. Qupta^ Q«R*« Lole» B*S.> Khamralka, V.Q* and Qajendra^ 
gadkar, Q.R« (1971)• Suitabi l i ty of groundwater for 
irrigation in SabaLgarh area of Ghanbal eoiomand (M.P.). 
Indian J . Agron. I6i 10>107» 
%e underground water os SabaLgarh area of Chambal 
Oomand M.P. are safe for irrigation, with the proper 
application of gypsun to ayoid so i l becoming aUcaline. 
Prediction equations are also worked out for estliaation 
of different coucentration of ions, sodium adsorption ratio, 
potassium adisorptioa ratio, sodium pex-oentaga and residual 
sodium carbonate, to serve as aa alternatives to the 
usual lengthy nethcds oi analysis* 
222* Somav&nshi, ^.B. anu Siiiha, S.B. (1972). Quality of well 
waters of Northern Madhya Pradesh, Indian J. agric. 
S d . U2t 1007-1010. 
Water sauples fron 117 s i t e s were analysed for su i tabi l i ty 
as irrigation wat^r. More than 80^ of iiie <> amplee- had low 
alkalinity and $3% had no residual sodium carbonate at a l l , 
9U$ had aed. to high sa l in i ty . Ii^  had low and only 2% had 
a rery high sa l in i ty . 
SEiLSONAL VARIATION 
223. D&rra, B .L . , Siogh, Haxvindsr and Mendiretta, R*S«(1970)«. 
A study on daanges in qual i ty of underground waters with 
seasonal f l u c t u a t i o n s . J . S o i l Wat. Consery. India . 
1 8 J 1 - 6 . 
Rainfal l and temperature e f f e c t Ux& qufalit<y of underground 
water. 
USE FOR IRRIGATION AND EFFECT ON SOIL WDPERTIBS. 
22U. Carter, D.L. , Bondurant, J J l , and Robbias, C.W, (1971) . 
Water soluble NO3 nitrogen, PDU-phosphorus and t o t a l s a l t 
balances on a lai^e irrigation tract , Proc. Soil Soi , 
Soc. Aw. 35i 331-335. 
Residual sa l t s flow back to the rivers thereby makit^ the 
water pollunad end sal ine. Tue ualt load becomes quite high. 
6U 
2Z$. EgoroT, 1,7., and Klsh«DOY» N.S. (1973). Effect of 
irrigation on salinisation of land in the SouUx Volga* 
PD<flMro»adanla 8i 86->96« 
The salinity charaetere of th« soil and the mineralisation 
of the ground water are described for three irrigation 
agrsteiBS de^^loped at different times in North of the Caspian 
low land. Deaalinisation of soil by irrigation i s rate 
and local. Artificial drainage can resolve the salinity 
problem. 
226. Jain, B.L. and Saxena, S.N. (1971). Ljrsimeter studies on 
the short term effect of composition of irrigation water 
on the boron aecunulation in so i l . J. Indian 3oc. Soil Sci» 
l£t 171-17U. 
Stu<fy of accumulation of boron fractions in soil profile 
under the influence of irrigation water of different SAR's 
and boron concentration ware carried out. 
227. Kanwar, B.S. and Kanwar, J.S. (1971). Effect of residual 
sodium carbonate in irrigation waters on plant tfid soi l . 
Indian J. agric. S d . l^i 51i-66. 
Discusses the Residual effects of sodium carbonate in 
irrigation waters. 
228. Kanwar, J»8, and Mehta, K.K. (1970). Quality of wall 
waters and i t s effect on soU properties. Indian J. agric. 
S d . kOt 2SI-2SQ. — 
Quality of 78 representative well waters of Hissar ai^ 
Sangrur districts, and i t s effect on soil properties and 
plant growth was studied at the Punjab AgricuLturail University, 
Hissar. 
229. Paliwal, K.V. and Oandhi, AJ». (1973). Some relationships 
between quality of Irrigation waters and chemical character-
ist ics of irrigated soils of the Nagaur district of Rajaathan. 
Qeoderma £: ZL3-.220. 
Describes a method by whi<di total salt oonoen1a*ation8 in 
soils can be predicted from Electric eond\»tivily vjtfLues with 
an accuracy of about 7^% by uaing an equation. 
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230« Paliwal, K.V. and Maliwal, G,L. (1971). Soma relation-
ship betvesn constituents of Irrigation waters md pro* 
parties of irrigated soils of Vtostem Rajasthan. 
J. Indian 3oc. Soil Sci. 19i 299-303. 
Studies on soils Irrlgmted continuously by irrigation 
waters. 
231* Paliwali K«V,, Raghuvir Singh and 
Quali^ of irrigation waters of Khanjuwala and All4pur 
blocks of Delhi in relation to soil properties and growth 
of wheat. Ann. Arid, Zone, 9t 85-93. 
Khanjavala and Allpur blocks of Delhi hsv^ e saline water 
but not the soi ls . lAieat crop can be grown ^ejy well in 
'Uiese waters. 
232. Rawat, B.S,, and Singh, T.A, (197k)• Influence on irrigation 
water quality on exchangeable sodium percentage In a sodlc 
soi l . Ann. Arid Zone. 13» 39-U6. 
Studies revealed that qualily of irrigation wate effect? 
sodium absorptionzatlo* 
233* Rhoades, J.D., Ingralson, R.D. and TUcker, J.M. and 
darck, M. (1973). Salts in irrigation drainage waters: 
I . Effects of irrigation water oompositionf leaching 
fraction, and tijne of year on the salt ccsBpositions of 
irrigation drainage waters. Proe. Soil S d . 3oc. Am. 
37« 770-771*. 
The data presented here give infon^tion abotltthe concentre^ 
tlon of salt in drainage return flows resxiLtlng from irriga-
tion with inqportant rivers of W s^t USA. 
23li. Singh, K.S. and Shama, R.P. (1970). Studies on the 
effects of saline irrigation waters on the physico-chemical 
properties of soae soils of Rajasthan. J. Indian Soc. 
Soil Sci. 18» 3li5-356. 
Discusses the effect of saline irrigation waters on the 
physico-chemical properties of some soils of RaJas'Uian. 
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235. Trlpathi, B.B«, Hisra, B,, Singh, R.M. and Singh, B.P. 
(1971)* «jaalltgr of irrigation water and i t s affect on 
soil eharaotariatics in semi-desert tract of U.P* II -
Sffect ofwater quality on soil properties and yield of 
wheat crop. Indian J« Agron. I6t 95-102. 
Kffeet of vater qualilir on soi l properties were investi-
gated and waters on wheat yield i s discussed. 
236. Trlpathi, B^l., Singh, R,M* and Dixit, S.R, (1969}. 
QQalit7 of irrigation water and i t s effect on soil 
characteristics in the seni-desert tract of Uttar 
Pradesh I. Water Quality. Indian J. Agron. lUt 180-186. 
600 water sanples obtained from the districts of Agra, 
idigazii, Etah, Mathura and Malnpurl were analysed to 
assess their sultaisllity for IrrigatlonaL use. The 
irrigation waters, hare been found to be free froa agppirecia-
able sodiuM problen. Salinity problem is serious with the 
water of ai l districts whi<^ concerns with the aridity of 
the tracts. 
TREAOOENT 
237» Oupta, I . e . , and hariah Chandra (1972). Effect of gypsum 
in reducing boron hasard of saline irrigation waters and 
irrigated so i l . Ann. Arid Zone. 228-230. 
Boron toxietty can be reduced hy the addition of gyptmm. 
23d. Vardarajan, S., RAngaswony, p. and Arjunan, A. (1969). 
The possibility ofuHodi^ing the quality of irrigation 
water containing carbonate of sodiuia in h-igh proportion. 
Madras, agric. J . | 6 i 7li5-7U6. 
The results of this studjy indicate that gypsum considerably 
reduces the pH values due to the carbonate. The eiqperiment 
conModes that there i s possibility of reclaimation by 
using gypsum. 
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OEHERAL 
239, Airiam, D,C«» Pratt, P.F» and Biahop, S,£« (197I}« 
Nitrata and aalt In aolla and ground waters from hand 
dlaposfl of daixy awwura. Proc. Soil Sci, Ag> 3St 759-762. 
The results obtained In this study show the need for 
measures that can be eocereised to minimise eontaninatlon 
of ground water with nitrates* 
2U0. Qoldberg, S,D., Rinot, M. and Kara, N. (1971). Sffect 
of tritdclo irrigation internals on distribution and 
utilisation of soil moisture in a Vineyard. Proo. Soil 
Sei. Soe. Am. ^ i 127-130. 
In an established Vinegard on sandy cliQr soil the effect 
of trickle irrigation interval on soil moisture and salt 
distribution and zvlative water use effioiencsjr was examined. 
SSCTIDM ?X. 
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AHALITICAL TBCHKIQUES 
2Ul* Abrol, I*P* and Gupta, D.K. (1969)* Makli% extract 
for sa l in i ty appraisal, J , Indian Soc« Soil Sci« 
I7f 21*9-2^1. 
Discusses a asthod for making extract for salinitgr 
I9>prai8al of s o i l . 
2k2* ATnlMleeh, T. , Sh^an, V* and Fsdar, A. (1970). 
Elution of potassium In s o i l , Proc. Soil Sei» Scj^ Am, 
3UJ IJOT-UH. 
Discusses pho^ihate sa l t displacount in soi l* A model 
i s dsiveloped and computed. 
2U3» Brssler, E, and Taron, D, (1972). Soil water regime 
in economic evaluation of sallnitrjr in irrigation* 
Vat* H<|souroes Res, ^t 791-800 
A f ie ld irrigation eo^eriment and coputed and s ta t i s t i ca l 
BsdAs are used to estimate the functional relationship 
betveen the tota l so i l water suction and the man controlled 
variables, the quantity and sal inity of the water, and the 
irrigation frequency* 
2l4i4. Mehta, K.K* and Abrol, I .P . (1975). Reclaimation of 
allcali so i l s makes iBq>aot on Sangrur farmers* 
Indian Fag. 25 ( 1 ) J 7-8. 
Farmers are very much iopressed by the extension wjrk 
carried out by research wozlcers* 
2U5* Haicayama, F*S. (1971)* Calcium con^jlexing and the enhanced 
solubility- of Gypsum in concentrated sodium-salt solutions. 
Proc. Soil Sc i . Soc. ^ » 88I-883. 
Solubility of gypsum in sa l t solutions and their mixtures 
i s determined experimental and theoretically* 
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2b6« Nelson, R»£» (1970). Semlaicro dstermlQatlon of sulfate 
in water extracts of soils* Proe» Soil Scl> Soe« Aa, 
|Ui 3143-31*5. 
D«scrib*"s a simple and rapid method of determination 
of sulphate In the soil for routine analysis. 
2U7. Paliwal, K.V. and Maliwal, G.L. (1971). Prediction of 
exchangeable sodiwn percentage from cation exchange 
equilibria, Geederaa 6i 75-78, 
A new enpirieal eciaation based on •» Cation exchange 
characteristics has been suggested. Earlier equations 
bed United sqpplieability. 
2l»8, Patri<&, W,H,, Villians, B,0. and Moraghan, J.T, (1973), 
A 8isi{)le ayateia for controlling redox potential and pH 
in soil suspensions, Proo. Soil Sci. Soc. Aa, 37« 331-333. 
Describes a siwple system, utilising laboratory pH meters 
and suits}>le meter relays for controlling the redox poten-
t ia l and pH of flooded soils* 
2U9, Van Beek, C,QJS,M,, and Van Breeaan, N, (1973)* The alkali-
nity of alkali soi ls , J, Soil Sci, ^ i 129-136, 
A theoretically derived equation describes the relation 
between three easily estimated parameters, i , e , alkalinity, 
partial pressure and pH of the solution. 
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PUBLICATIDHS OH DIFFRBOT ASPECTS 
250. Dajs. S.C. (1971). R»vleir of research work done on soi l 
salinitgr vni dlfftrent problans and fatara l ines of work 
suggested for different zones - EasttJin zone. Soil Wat, 
Res. India, In retrospect and prospect, A i«vlew pp. 
I t has been eoiphasised that proper aurvev of saline and 
alkaline so i l s in the region t« bring out genetic factor* 
inTolved in the development of suoh s o i l s . Methods to 
fac i l i ta te a proper planning to inprore 'Uie sal ine and 
alkali s o i l s of the rsgions. 
251, Mehrotra, C.L. (1971). Review of researdi work done on 
soi l sa l in i iy and different problems and future l ines 
of work suggested for different 2k>nes - Norther Zone, 
Soil Vat. Res. Indiat In retrospect and prospect, A 
review pp. 229-237. 
The review has ea^Jhasised that in spite of the veiy 
volumlnous l i teratui* in the country on this 8ub;3ect, 
the claims of success have remained confined only to the 
l eve l s of aeadendc attalnaients and no lairge scale f ie ld 
reclaimation projects have emerged out the sc ient i f ic 
findings. 
2$2* Pandya, H.Q. (1971)• Review of research work done on soi l 
sa l in i ty and differmt problwui and future l ines of work 
suggested for different zones - Western Zone. Soil Wat. 
Res. Indiat In retrospect and Prospect. A review pp.^10-213• 
SETIn 
Saline and alkaline s o i l s are eztmsively distributed in 
a l l states of -the Indian Union. The western zone eoo^rises 
Gujarat, M.P. and Maharashtra s ta te , A large area of land 
has been ddsaged due to sa l in i ty and alkal ini ty . The need 
for a very systematic research in the zoti* has been eiqphasised. 
253. Perur, N.Q. (1971). Review of the research woik done on 
so i l sa l in i ty and different problems and future l ines of 
work suggested for different Zones - Southern Zone. 
Soil Wat. Res. Indiat In retrospect and Prospect. A 
review pp. Z30-2U2. 
Snphasis on the reclaimation and management of saline 
and alkali soUs in the southern zone has been given by 
following methods. 
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1. Surrey of saline and alkali s o i l s 
2» Surrey cf irrigatior waters. 
3 . Drainage studtf 
k» Diagnosis of aalioe and alkali so i l s 
5* 'Khar' land redalnation stud^ 
25ii.* Tejwani, K.Q, {197$)• FUnned use of land and water. 
Indian Fwg. 2Ut 11) l > H i . 
In scH and water conservation programmes i t Is neoessaiy 
to treat the land according to i t s capability. 
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